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MEET THE INNOVATORS: 
Visit www.slingshotfund.org/videos for video messages from the 
leaders of the most innovative organizations and projects in Jewish life.





This is the ninth annual edition of Slingshot. 
Creating this guide takes nearly a year of 
evaluation, due diligence, discussion, and 
design. Slingshot represents the combined 
effort of nearly 100 people across North 
America, and it costs an arm and a leg to 
print. And then, we give it away for free. 

Why? 

Because the following pages include an 
important story about the Jewish community, 
and we want you to read it – and share it. 
Slingshot ’13-’14 tells the narrative of how 
the Jewish community can remain relevant 
and thrive as the world changes around 
it. Over the following pages, you will read 
about a vibrant Jewish community – not 
an aspirational community, but one that is 
happening out there right now.

This is a Jewish community of projects 
that promote diverse perspectives and 
affiliations, meaningful learning, and modern 
interpretations of ancient traditions. This is 
a community for adults and kids, students 
and teachers, environmentalists, artists, 
and activists. This book contains the Jewish 
project you’ve been looking for. 

We have created this resource, and our 
funders have paid for it, but its success  
is up to you.

So, here’s your homework assignment: 

1. Read this book and find a project that 
excites you. Then reach out to its leaders! If 
you are a participant, a volunteer, or a funder, 
you are what they need in order to grow. 

2. Share this book with someone who 
doesn’t find Jewish life personally relevant. 
Visit www.slingshotfund.org/order, and order 
that person a free copy. 

3. Discuss this book with your family, 
friends, and colleagues. Slingshot is 
intended to be a conversation starter: Ask 
your parent to pick a favorite organization, 
and talk about why. Ask a friend what area 
of Jewish life still needs innovation. With 
your spouse, think about how your family 
can contribute to the success of these 
ideas. Visit www.slingshotfund.org/ASK for 
more discussion question ideas. 

Let us know how your conversations go, 
and how you use the Slingshot guide in 
interesting and inspiring ways. To learn more 
about Slingshot or any of the organizations 
profiled here, please don’t hesitate to be in 
touch. We look forward to hearing from you. 

Will Schneider
Executive Director - Slingshot

Julie Finkelstein
Program Director - Slingshot

Jaimie Mayer Phinney 
Program Director - Slingshot

introduction

why do we create Slingshot?



As Slingshot guide evaluators, we, along 
with 83 of our colleagues from across 
the country, reviewed applications from 
organizations and projects seeking to be 
listed in Slingshot ’13-’14. To increase 
transparency in the selection procedure, we 
were requested to undertake the additional 
responsibility of “auditing” the process. 

In exercising this responsibility, we reviewed 
quantitative and qualitative evaluation 
materials in order to assess the assertion 
that Slingshot ’13-’14 was created fairly 
using the data and stated methodology. 
Following this review, it is our unanimous 
assessment that:

1. The organizations selected in Slingshot 
’13-’14 represent the collective views of 
the evaluator panel, and do not reflect the 
opinions or organizational views of any 
individual evaluator or his/her place of work. 

2. Although the independent assessments 
of all of the evaluators are inherently 
subjective, Slingshot ’13-’14 organizations 
were selected through a rigorous process 
that makes every effort to fairly represent the 
most innovation projects in North American 
Jewish life today, given the wide-reaching 
set of nominations Slingshot received. 

3. The process used to create Slingshot 
’13-’14 endeavored to assure all readers 
that there was not bias in the creation of         
this guide.

Seth Cohen
The Charles and Lynn Schusterman 
Family Foundation

Adina Dubin Barkinskiy
The Morningstar Foundation

Simone Friedman Rones
Emanuel J. Friedman Philanthropies

Lesley Said Matsa
The Crown Family Philanthropies

Alicia Schuyler Oberman
Jack Miller Family Foundation

Dara Weinerman Steinberg
Lippman Kanfer Family Foundation

methodology

our selection process



November 2012 January 2013

INNOVATION

IMPACT

STRONG LEADERSHIP

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

NOMINATIONS
STEP 1

STEP 4

STEP 2

STEP 3

We encourage everyone to apply or 
nominate the organizations and 
projects that inspire them, and to 
share how they best reflect our

FOUR CRITERIA:

April 2013 July 2013
PROFILES

Each profile summarizes the mission, 
impact and innovations that are new 
this year. We try to capture the unique 
character of each organization by 
including unattributed comments 
from our evaluators.

February 2013
EVALUATION

83
Evaluators

200
Applications

Grant-making 
professionals, Federation 
executives, and Jewish 
community consultants

Innovation: Is the 
organization taking 
a creative, inventive, 
pioneering, or 
ground-breaking 
approach?

Organizational
Effectiveness: 
Is the organization 
strategic in the 
way it does 
business?

Impact: Does the 
organization affect 
the attitudes and 
behaviors of the 
Jewish community?

EVALUATORS EXPLORE:

March 2013
DUE DILIGENCE

Evaluation data for each organiza-
tion is condensed into a one page 
summary—which is reviewed for 
accuracy—and approximately 90 
semi-finalists are then chosen. 
After carefully reviewing budgets, 
calling references, and re-reading 
applications, we arrive at the final 
50 organizations and the list of 
Standard Bearers. 

Each application is read by at least 4 
evaluators including one who is 
familiar with the organization, and one 
evaluator who has no prior knowledge. 
The mix of the insider’s point of view 
with a first-timer’s opinion gives a 
well-balanced final picture. 

Strong Leadership:
Is it a model for the 
field? Is it collabo-
rating or partnering 
strategically with 
others?

+

Questions about the process?
Visit www.slingshotfund.org/methodology



The 12 West Coast 
organizations are based 
throughout California.

WEST COAST

With one organization in 
Seattle and one in Denver, 
the Northwest and Southwest 
are our smallest regions.

NORTHWEST

SOUTHWEST

The Midwest includes 
1 organization each in Chicago, 
Minneapolis and Pittsburgh.

MIDWEST

The Northeast includes 
2 organizations in 
Philadelphia, 1 in 
Toronto, and 20 in 
New York.

NORTHEAST

2 organizations in 
Mid-Atlantic are in 
Washington, D.C. and 2 
are based in Maryland.

MID-ATLANTIC

The Southeast includes both 
Mississippi and Florida.

SOUTHEAST

All 4 of our New England 
organizations are based 
in Massachusetts.

NEW ENGLAND

18 %

1 %

1 %

4 %

3 %

34%
6 %

6 %
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ON A NATIONAL LEVEL
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Each year, as we finalize the list of 
organizations selected for the Slingshot 
guide, interesting themes and trends 
emerge. As in prior editions, Slingshot 
’13-’14 highlights a diverse collection of 
organizations and projects, exciting initiatives 
reaching broader sections of the Jewish 
community. This year, the guide also shows 
evidence of innovation happening in new 
ways and new places.

Innovation Promotes Innovation:  
As pioneering organizations continue to 
innovate, lessons from their beginnings are 
adapted and built upon in new locations with 
different audiences. 

•  Alternative spiritual communities like IKAR, 
Mechon Hadar, and Sixth & I have inspired 
the launch of similar initiatives. This year, 
Slingshot highlights the work of The Kitchen 
and Mishkan Chicago, each adapting the 
successful models of Slingshot Standard 
Bearers to their local communities in San 
Francisco and Chicago, respectively.  

•  Best practices of the Jewish environmental 
education and community-building fields, 
gleaned from organizations like The 
Pearlstone Center, Wilderness Torah, and 
Urban Adamah, now also take root in 
Toronto at Shoresh’s Bela Farm.  

Social Services: Traditionally seen as 
providing vital services, but not always on 
the cutting edge of programmatic innovation, 
the social services field has demonstrated its 
ability to remodel in ways that provide better 
or newer resources to Jews in need.  

•  Organizations like Footsteps, which 
provides services to individuals transitioning 
out of ultra-Orthodox communities, City 
Harvest’s Kosher Initiative, which focuses 
on feeding New York City’s impoverished 
Jewish communities, or Kavod v’Nichum’s 
resources that support end-of-life Jewish 
rituals, provide just a few examples of 
projects that support today’s Jewish 
community in caring and creative ways.

  
•  The tremendous work done by many of 

the organizations highlighted in our new 
Slingshot Supplements on Women & Girls 
and Disabilities & Inclusion further highlight 
the inventive ways that many Jewish 
organizations support a wide variety of needs 
in the Jewish community. Please visit our 
website at www.slingshotfund.org to view or 
request a copy of these supplements.

trends

emerging themes



The Slingshot ’13-’14 applicant pool 
includes exciting ideas and creative projects 
of all kinds, illuminating emerging ideas that 
have the potential to reinvent Jewish life, 
to engage and reengage members of the 
community, and to broaden our perspective 
on what meaningful Jewish experiences can 
look like. Here are a few examples of up-
and-coming initiatives that stood out from  
the crowd:

•  Fair Trade Judaica: Inspiring the Jewish 
community to make purchasing decisions 
based on Jewish values, Fair Trade 
Judaica works to build a world where 
Jewish consumers seek out slave-free 
Judaica products and food items for 
Jewish rituals and celebrations, and use 
their purchasing power to develop thriving 
communities of artisans and farmers 
around the world.    
www.fairtradejudaica.org 

•  Jewrotica: Seeking to promote thoughtful 
and reflective education about sexuality 
in the Jewish community, Jewrotica’s 
pluralistic educational workshops and 
online literature provide an edgy outlet for 
young adults to explore the intersections of 
Jewish tradition and culture with sexuality, 
gender, and relationships.    
www.jewrotica.org 

•  JLens: Working to leverage investment 
capital, JLens aims to provide the Jewish 
community and Israel with additional 
funding where philanthropy alone cannot 
create sustainable change. JLens’ impact 
investing funds enable stakeholders to 
make investment decisions guided by 
Jewish values, ultimately realizing financial 
returns and making a positive impact on 
Jewish organizations and Israeli society. 
www.jlensnetwork.org 

organizations to watch

up-and-coming initiatives



Number of organizations profiled 
for the first time: 
18 

Average Founding Year:
2005

Oldest Organizations: 
Yiddish Book Center (1980)
Jews for Racial and Economic Justice (1990)

Newest Organization:
JOIN for Justice (2012)

Average Budget:
$717,320

Number of projects of larger 
organizations listed:
18

Oldest parent organizations: 
Young Judaea (1909), parent organization 
of Havurah at Camp Tel Yehudah, Hillel: The 
Foundation for Jewish Campus Life (1923), 
parent organization of Ask Big Questions, 
and BBYO, Inc (1924), parent organization 
of BBYO Stand UP

Organizations led by Rabbis: 
24%

Organizations led by Women: 
52%

Number of organizations and their 
leaders receiving professional 
development from…

Bikkurim    5
Jeremiah Fellowship  2
Joshua Venture Group  10
Kivun    3
PresenTense   4
ROI Community   12
Selah/Rockwood   7
UpStart    8
Wexner Graduate Fellowship 12
Wexner Heritage Program  6

Average Founding Year:
2001

Average Budget: 
$1,911,983

Oldest Organizations: 
Bend the Arc (1984) 
Keshet (1996)

Newest Organizations (all 2006): 
Gateways
Mechon Hadar
Moishe House 

fast facts

top 50 finalists

standard bearers
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40      Rabbis Without Borders
41      Ramah Service Corps
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43      Rimon: The Minnesota Jewish Arts Council
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47      Wilderness Torah
48      Wise Aging
49      Yeshivat Maharat
50      Yiddish Book Center

01      Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish Community 
02      Bend the Arc: A Jewish Partnership for Justice    
03      Encounter
04      Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
05      Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
06      Hazon
07      IKAR
08      InterfaithFamily
09      Keshet
10      Mayyim Hayyim Living Waters Community Mikveh and Education Center
11      Mechon Hadar
12      Moishe House
13      Moving Traditions
14      Reboot
15      Sharsheret: Your Jewish Community Facing Breast Cancer
16      Sixth & I Historic Synagogue
17      Uri L’Tzedek

standard bearers
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a wider bridge
2912 Diamond Street #348 
San Francisco, CA 94131
415-987-5119

@awiderbridge

www.awiderbridge.org     

arthur@awiderbridge.org



There are a wide spectrum of organizations seeking to 
connect American Jews with Israel, and others aiming to 
include the lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgender, and queer 
(LGBTQ) communities in Jewish life. A Wider Bridge is the 
only organization working specifically to inspire LGBTQ Jews 
to develop deeper connections with Israel, ultimately building 
stronger Jewish identities among its participants. With its 
focused dedication to Israel engagement in the Jewish LGBTQ 
community, A Wider Bridge also leads the way in forming 
strong bonds between the US and Israeli LGBTQ Jewish 
communities.  

A Wider Bridge offers a diverse menu of program options to 
help people learn about Israel’s vibrant LGBTQ communities, 
including bringing Israeli leaders and artists to North America 
on speaking tours and sending North American LGBTQ Jews 
to Israel for first-hand experiences. The organization also 
maintains an established presence on college campuses, 
working with Hillels, LGBTQ organizations, and Israel-
advocacy groups to host film screenings and discussions 
about LGBTQ life in Israel. A Wider Bridge’s new website, 
which attracts over 2,000 readers each month, provides a 
platform for daily news and cultural updates about Jewish 
LGBTQ topics in Israel. Also, in 2013, A Wider Bridge has 
officially expanded, now operating formally in the Bay Area and 
New York City, better positioning the organization to best serve 
the North American Jewish LGBTQ population. 

Perpetually relevant to the future of the Jewish community, 
A Wider Bridge’s sharp focus, willingness to experiment and 
partner, and strong leadership team continue to impress 
Slingshot evaluators. Noting the significant impact A Wider 
Bridge makes on its participants and its increased commitment 
to Israel, one evaluator remarks, “A Wider Bridge embraces 
collaboration with a variety of organizations to enable shared 
learning and increased impact – there are lessons here for 
Israel-engagement organizations serving all audiences.”

a wider 
bridge

contact
Arthur Slepian

board chair
Steven Goldstein

2013 expenses
$300,000

year founded
2010

bringing the LGBT communities of Israel 
and North America closer together
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amir

144 2nd St. Lower Level
San Francisco, CA 94105
415-758-2647

@AmirProject

www.amirproject.org     

dmfox@amirproject.org



Amir uses the distribution channel of Jewish summer 
camps to connect thousands of young people with Jewish 
environmental education. A read through the Slingshot guide 
shows that, although the Jewish environmental education field 
is established and effective, it is often geographically limited 
as well. Amir works to solve the problem of access to Jewish 
garden-based education by incorporating this instruction within 
the Jewish camping system, connecting thousands of young 
Jews with their agricultural roots throughout an immersion in 
Jewish life at camp. With trained educators embedded in 20 
Jewish summer camps, Amir has reached more than 2,400 
children and teens. By tailoring the program to each institution 
and providing guidance regarding relevant educational 
programming for each camper population, Amir extends 
garden-based education off of the farm and into communities 
across North America where Jewish environmental education 
has not previously existed. Utilizing a train-the-trainer model 
in combination with the strong, pre-existing network of Jewish 
summer camps allows Amir to easily expand its programming 
and reach into new and diverse communities.

Continually seeking to build and grow its programming, Amir 
has launched its Garden to Pantry Initiative, which brings the 
produce from its summer camp gardens to local food pantries. 
Over the course of a summer, Amir has facilitated the harvest 
and donation of 1,370 pounds of fresh produce. This year, Amir 
has also continued to grow and develop, not only increasing 
the quantity and quality of programming provided, but also 
expanding its board of directors, increasing foundation support, 
and strengthening ties to several summer camps in the form 
of long-term contracts. Amir has also proudly “graduated” two 
camps, which now operate their own sustainable garden-based 
projects with resources provided by Amir.

Evaluators are impressed with the strong, replicable program 
design, as well as Amir’s decision to train young people to 
teach gardening to others in a Jewish context. One evaluator 
notes, “Amir is responding to a growing interest amongst young 
people in food and sustainable agriculture by combining that 
interest with the thriving community of Jewish camps and 
connecting both to a very long and rich tradition of gardening  
in Judaism.” 

amir
scaling garden-based education to Jewish 
summer camps, inspiring and empowering 
youth to serve others

contact
David Fox

board chair
Yan Digilov

2013 expenses
$128,225

year founded
2010
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ask big questions

800 8th St. NW
Washington, DC 20001
202-449-6531 

@askbigqs

www.askbigquestions.org     

skatz@hillel.org



College is often a time for personal exploration, identity 
formation, and developing relationships with others. Ask Big 
Questions (ABQ), a project of Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish 
Campus Life, succeeds because it discards the existing model 
of “experts sharing answers” and instead encourages peers to 
ask deep questions of one another, for example, “What does 
the world need from you? What have you learned so far? Who 
is in your family?” The stakes are high; ABQ conversations 
take place in the moments where lifelong identities are formed. 
Building a movement of young adults equipped with better 
listening skills, greater empathy, and deeper self-awareness, 
ABQ helps form stronger Jewish communities and molds 
young Jewish leaders on a growing number of college 
campuses nationwide. 

ABQ empowers college students to become involved in 
Hillel and campus communities and allows them to examine 
meaningful pieces of their own identities with their friends. 
Trained to facilitate peer-led conversations, ABQ fellows on 
25 college campuses host conversations in dorm rooms, 
classrooms, and fraternities, at orientations, or on spring 
break trips – anywhere their networks can be found within 
the college experience. Through a basic training program and 
an online space for ongoing guidance, over 150 fellows have 
engaged 10,000 Jewish and non-Jewish students in dialogue 
since the program’s national launch in 2011. ABQ’s universally 
human topics, framed with distinctively Jewish values, allow 
students to steer away from debating hot issues and instead 
share personal stories and build deeper connections with 
classmates. 

Evaluators are impressed by Ask Big Questions’ ability to 
engage Jewish students and provide them with a global 
understanding of where they came from and where they 
want to go. One evaluator notes, “Ask Big Questions is using 
an open format that is empowering young people to have 
sophisticated, intellectual, and deeply Jewish conversations 
about topics that are of profound importance to them.” 

ask big
questions

contact
Sheila Katz

board chairs
Larry Bacow
Barbara Roswell

2013 expenses
$1 million

year founded
2011

project of
Hillel: The Foundation
for Jewish Campus Life

parent org founded
1923

bringing diverse college students 
together for conversations that help people 
understand themselves and others
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avodah: the jewish 
service corps
45 W. 36th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10018
212-545-7759

@AVODAH_TJSC

www.avodah.net

msneiderman@avodah.net



Over the course of 15 years, AVODAH: The Jewish Service 
Corps has become the go-to place for recent college graduates 
looking to connect their political and activist work with their 
Judaism. Mixing full-time anti-poverty work with communal 
living and educational programming, AVODAH gives young 
Jews the opportunity to act on their personal commitments 
to social justice while strengthening the Jewish community’s 
response to the growing crisis of poverty in America. Seen as 
the gold standard for program and curriculum development 
in the social justice field, AVODAH also serves as a resource 
for organizations throughout the Jewish community looking to 
develop their own social justice programs.

Now operating in New York, Chicago, New Orleans, and 
Washington, DC, AVODAH selects 70 corps members 
annually to work with one of its 135 local anti-poverty partner 
organizations. Since its founding in 1998, nearly 600 young 
adults have participated. In 2013, AVODAH has launched 
a new, nonresidential model in New York for young Jewish 
adults already working in anti-poverty fields, providing these 
early-career professionals an opportunity to convene for skill 
building, cross-organizational collaboration, and exploration of 
Judaism and social justice. At the conclusion of their AVODAH 
service, many alumni report they want to continue working 
in the field of social justice, while others see their AVODAH 
experiences as valuable entry points into Jewish professional 
life. Regardless of their ultimate career choices, AVODAH 
instills in all participants the clear message that service work, 
strongly rooted in Judaism, is a lifelong pursuit. 

Innovative in its holistic approach to developing young Jewish 
leaders, one evaluator feels that the lived experience that 
AVODAH provides for its corps members fills an important 
role in the Jewish community. “AVODAH creates the space for 
young Jews to connect socially, physically, educationally, and 
professionally to the world of Judaism and social change,” the 
evaluator notes. “AVODAH is the organization that connects 
Judaism and social change in a meaningful and impactful way.”

avodah: 
the jewish 
service
corps

contact
Marilyn Sneiderman

board chair
Steven Dow

2013 expenses
$2,325,450

year founded
1998

training and supporting a network of 
emerging Jewish leaders working to 
address the causes and effects of
poverty in the United States
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bbyo stand up

2020 K Street NW 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20006
202-857-6585

@BBYOInsider

standup.bbyo.org     

mgrossman@bbyo.org



Teens today have an inherent desire to make the world a 
better place. And while teens are ready to act, the Jewish 
community has lacked the resources to support the global 
views of a generation that does not remember a world before 
Facebook, Twitter, and international connection. Stand UP, 
BBYO’s service and advocacy initiative, provides the platform 
that teens need to make a real difference. As a leader in Jewish 
teen engagement, BBYO continues to demonstrate an ability to 
adapt and grow with the ever-changing interests and demands 
of a complex generation of young Jews. BBYO’s teen-led, staff-
driven structure gives young people ownership of their Jewish 
experiences and enables them to explore their Judaism through 
the lens of social change. 

BBYO Stand UP uses both on and offline tools to serve 
participants. Jewish teens identify important issues in their 
local communities, and professional staff then helps to 
build a framework for acting upon these concerns through 
Jewish learning, community building, and advocacy training. 
Annual International Teen Issue Summits, like a recent civic 
engagement conference in Cleveland focused around the 
most recent presidential election, focus on causes chosen by 
the national teen participants. A new online platform acts as a 
resource for teens around the world, enabling them to connect 
with other teens on issues of interest, track their campaigns, 
and share success stories. Its grassroots empowerment model 
has helped engage a network of over 40,000 young people 
on issues ranging from human rights and genocide to equality 
and civic engagement. Through its innovative programming 
and partnerships with Jewish and secular organizations, 
BBYO Stand UP continues to build a movement of young 
Jewish activists with the skills and energy to respond to social 
injustices around the world.

“BBYO Stand UP gives teens the outlet to make a real 
difference,” writes one evaluator. “100 Jewish teens motivated 
to campaign in Ohio just before the last presidential election 
is an incredible testament to their motivation to change our 
country, when they themselves are even too young to vote.” 
Another evaluator adds, “Stand UP has the capacity to give large 
groups of individual teens the support they need to challenge 
themselves and their communities to make a difference....  
This has serious potential for teenagers in Jewish life.”

bbyo
stand up

contact
Matt Grossman

board chair
Estee Portnoy

2013 expenses
$37,000

year founded
2002

project of
BBYO, Inc

parent org founded
1924

empowering youth to develop service, 
advocacy and philanthropy campaigns that 
reflect their interests and Jewish values
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city harvest’s
kosher initiative
6 East 32nd Street 5th Floor
New York, NY 10016
646-412-0618

@CityHarvest

www.cityharvest.org     

jszapiro@cityharvest.org



In a time when continuity and engagement are the central 
focus of Jewish life, it is easy to overlook the 330,000 Jews in 
New York alone who live below the poverty line, a staggering 
47% increase in the last decade. The Jewish community must 
innovate in order to deal with this growing hunger, and City 
Harvest is at the forefront of that change. City Harvest, the 
world’s first and New York City’s only food rescue program, 
has developed a model to help hungry kosher observers 
maintain their connections with Jewish tradition while 
accessing much-needed resources. City Harvest’s Kosher 
Initiative has strengthened 30 of the city’s kosher food pantries 
and provides 3 million pounds of food for distribution in the 
network’s pantry programs each year.

Building on a 30-year-old model of recovering unwanted and 
otherwise wasted food, City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative is one 
of the leading providers of fresh fruit and vegetables and other 
kosher food items to New York City’s kosher food pantries. In 
addition to recovering kosher food that would otherwise be 
discarded and making it available to needy families, last year 
well over one-half of all food provided to the initiative’s pantries 
were fruits and vegetables. This fills a vital need for healthier 
fare to supplement cheaper, starch-filled diets common among 
those struggling with rising food prices and food insecurity. 
Also dedicated to strengthening the food pantries to which 
City Harvest provides kosher food each week, City Harvest’s 
Kosher Initiative trains volunteers to better manage their 
organizations, builds a network among the kosher pantries 
to share best practices, and provides funding for essential 
equipment and resources to help the mostly all-volunteer food 
pantries thrive and grow.

Leveraging a successful and well-known food program to 
benefit the Jewish community, evaluators note that City 
Harvest’s Kosher Initiative provides a replicable model for 
other programs aiming to feed the Jewish poor. “There is an 
increasing need for kosher food in the Jewish community as 
[the number of] Jews living in poverty or just above the poverty 
line is increasing. City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative is leading the 
charge to meet that need.”

city
harvest’s
kosher
initiative

contact
Jennifer Szapiro

board chair
James Kallman

2013 expenses
$877,440  

year founded
1999

project of
City Harvest

parent org founded
1982

rescuing food that would otherwise go 
to waste to help feed New York’s hungry 
kosher observers
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council of jewish emigre 
community organizations
40 Exchange Place, Suite 1302
New York, New York 10005
212-566-2120

@COJECO_NY

www.cojeco.org          

RomanS@cojeco.org



Once a united immigrant community with a uniform story, 
Russian-speaking Jews have now been in the United States 
for decades, and their needs today are as broad as any other 
Jewish population. Many are concerned about losing their 
unique identity as younger generations blend into American 
Jewish life. They also worry about engaging uninvolved 
families, or about caring for the neediest among them. The 
Council of Jewish Émigré Community Organizations (COJECO) 
has spent more than a decade serving the growing needs of 
Russian-speaking Jews in New York and seeking to understand 
the changing nature of this community. For this reason, 
COJECO was ready to help when Hurricane Sandy hit the 
New York area in October 2012 and was especially brutal for 
the elderly community of Russian-speaking Jews. COJECO 
helped to provide relief by quickly catalyzing a vast network of 
Russian-speaking Jewish volunteers.

COJECO, an umbrella group consisting of 33 member 
organizations, meets the needs of Russian-speaking Jews at 
all stages of life. Its programs aim to build pride in participants’ 
Russian and Jewish identities and to develop Russian-Jewish 
leadership for the entire Jewish community today and in future 
generations. The Prins Project provides networking, financial 
assistance, and English as a second language classes for 
Russian-speaking professionals, new immigrants, and their 
families who need help integrating into American society. 
Project Keshet teaches children, ages three to five, about 
Judaism in daycare settings, while also training teens and 
young adults to serve as educators for these young students. 
The BluePrint Fellowship offers leadership training, mentoring, 
Jewish education, and financial support to Russian-speaking 
Jewish adults, facilitating an environment dedicated to 
exploring and building personal and collective Jewish identities.  

“COJECO is a tireless advocate for the Russian-Jewish 
community,” says one Slingshot evaluator. “Its work improves 
the quality of life for Russian-Jewish émigrés by providing 
a wide range of programming, as well as serving as a 
bridge-builder between the Russian and American Jewish 
communities.” Another evaluator adds, “The sheer breadth 
and depth of COJECO’s programming are a testament to its 
leadership of the Russian émigré community. [Its] growth over 
time speaks volumes.”

council of 
jewish emigre
community
organizations

the central coordinating body of the 
Russian-speaking Jewish community in 
New York

contact
Roman Shmulenson

board chairs
Edward Mermelstein
Feliks Frenkel

2013 expenses
$1,402,400

year founded
2001
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the david project
PO Box 52390
Boston, MA 02205
617-428-0012 

@davidlbernstein

www.davidproject.org         

db@davidproject.org



The David Project serves as an example of how an 
organization can dramatically change its activities to better 
serve its mission without sacrificing a deeply rooted ideology. 
Many college students dislike hard-nosed tactics and voices 
that add to the divisive nature of Israel-focused conversation 
on campus. Because of this, The David Project has realized 
that its former and often seen as aggressive tactics are 
ineffective and might even alienate its pro-Israel target 
audience and allies. The organization has since shifted course 
by revamping its strategies to reflect a more relevant model 
of Israel engagement on campus, and now more effectively 
shapes positive opinions of Israel among key campus 
stakeholders across North America. 

Instead of challenging Israel’s detractors with forceful talking 
points that might prove counterproductive, The David Project 
focuses on peer engagement skills, helping students develop 
personal connections with Israel and promoting discourse 
about Israel through existing campus networks. The Latte 
Initiative, for example, provides small grants and training 
to help students build relationships with campus leaders 
over coffee. Operating with a concentration on depth of 
connections rather than breadth, The David Project works 
directly with students and Israel groups on a scaled-back 
number of campuses in order to more strategically focus 
efforts with the greatest potential for impact. The organization 
has also realigned both its staff and financial resources to 
maximize impact. 

Slingshot evaluators are excited about The David Project’s 
willingness to take risks in service to its cause, and praise the 
organization’s use of thoughtful measurement tools to assess 
the future efficacy of these risks. Evaluators commend the 
organization on aligning its tactics with the needs of today’s 
college students. One evaluator writes, “Rather than worrying 
about committed advocates and arming them for ‘battle,’ The 
David Project is trying to bring new people into the discussion 
in a way that presents the complexity of Israel and will 
therefore be more of an entry point for real engagement.”

the
david
project

contact
David Bernstein

board chairs
Seth A. Klarman
Grace Zimmerman

2013 expenses
$3.4M

year founded
2002

helping college students use their own 
voices, points-of-view and experiences to 
positively shape campus opinion on Israel
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eden village camp

392 Dennytown Rd
Putnam Valley, NY 10579
877-397-3336

@edenvillagecamp

www.edenvillagecamp.org     

 yoni@edenvillagecamp.org



The spirit of adventure and exploration that infuses all of Eden 
Village Camp’s activities is evident from the moment of arrival, 
when campers are greeted with the refrain, “Try new things.” 
Combining everything from farming to service-learning projects 
to Jewish learning and environmental education, Eden Village 
Camp has created the first full-service Jewish environmental 
camping experience for campers from 3rd to 11th grade. 
Offering a broad range of activities intended to unite spirituality, 
social justice, and Jewish environmentalism, Eden Village 
Camp helps to create a fun, healthy, and vibrant Jewish 
community. 

Eden Village Camp also reaches out to families that would not 
normally attend a Jewish camp – 44% of Eden Village Camp 
families admit they would not have chosen a Jewish camp for 
their children if not for the existence of Eden Village. Families 
come from across the Jewish spectrum and engage in year-
round activities, including celebrating holidays and building 
sustainable living skills. Located north of New York City, the 
ACA-accredited camp continues to expand and grow, almost 
tripling in size since its first summer in 2010. A recent graduate 
from the Foundation for Jewish Camp five-year incubator 
program, Eden Village Camp is currently focused on sustaining 
growth, sharing best practices with other summer camps 
looking to integrate environmental education and sustainable 
practices, as well as winterizing its site in order to provide 
programming in all seasons. 

As one Slingshot evaluator notes, “In this modern world, Eden 
Village presents a refreshing retreat that allows for camp-goers 
to experience mother nature and learn surrounded by Jewish 
peers. As the world continually focuses on ‘going green,’ there 
could not have been a better time for such a program to pop 
up.” Another evaluator adds, “Reading this, I imagined myself 
as a child and wondered if I would like to have attended a 
camp like this. The answer: ABSOLUTELY.” 

eden 
village
camp

contact
Yoni Stadlin

board chair
Peter Takiff

2013 expenses
$1,160,000

year founded
2008

bringing an ethos of sustainable, creative 
living to Jewish camp for children and 
teens from diverse backgrounds
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footsteps
217 Thompson Street, #367  
New York, NY 10012
212-253-0890

@FootstepsInc

www.footstepsorg.org          

lani@footstepsorg.org



In the largest Jewish community in North America, an invisible 
crisis plays out daily for an untold number of ultra-Orthodox 
Jews who wish to leave their insular communities and join 
secular society. For those involved in mainstream American 
Judaism, it is hard to imagine Jews in New York who lack basic 
English language skills, knowledge of secular society, and 
any relevant work experience. Footsteps provides a much-
needed lifeline for these people in transition as they redefine 
their lives and explore new paths. Footsteps aims to build 
community among those moving into the secular job market 
as well as guide their steps as they explore new educational 
opportunities, new experiences, and new ways to be Jewish. 
Specialized, culturally tailored programming features classes on 
world religions and Jewish history, dating workshops, holiday 
celebrations, English literacy classes, and networking with like-
minded peers. 

Footsteps’ intensive programs serve over 750 individuals 
in the New York area transitioning out of the ultra-Orthodox 
world, and programming has recently expanded to New 
York’s Hudson Valley, where 25% of Footsteps’ members 
currently reside. Using a multifaceted approach tailored to 
each member’s needs, economic empowerment programs 
provide members with an education and career development 
skills through one-on-one counseling and group work. Eligible 
participants also receive academic scholarships, summer 
internships, and peer mentoring to help each person gain the 
education and experience needed to compete in today’s tough 
economic climate. Social empowerment programs provide peer 
support and professional services to help foster a sense of 
community and give members the confidence to rebuild their 
lives. Additionally, the Family Issues Handbook helps members 
navigate difficult legal issues such as divorce and custody.

As the only organization serving individuals transitioning from 
the ultra-Orthodox lifestyle, Footsteps provides a vital safety 
net that helps formerly ultra-Orthodox adults find meaningful 
work and new ways of experiencing their Judaism. Impressed 
by the success of the organization’s efforts, one evaluator 
remarks, “I have personally met many Footsteppers and 
can attest to the life-saving and life-changing work that they 
attribute to the organization.” 

footsteps

contact
Lani Santo

board chair
Mark Goldberg

expenses
$581,820

year founded
2003

providing social, emotional and practical 
supports to individuals who chose to leave 
ultra-Orthodox Jewish communities
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g-dcast
131 Steuart  Street Suite 205
San Francisco, CA 94105
415-935-4565

@g_dcast

www.g-dcast.com          

sarah@g-dcast.com



Stories provide the keys to finding meaning in Jewish 
traditions, but what can a generation of young adults who 
“slept through Hebrew school” do when they want to search 
for meaning later in life? Over one million viewers have already 
accessed G-dcast’s growing collection of 75 fun, smart, 
animated, and understandable digital versions of ancient 
Jewish stories. Why do Jews circumcise their male children? 
What are the Jewish traditions for mourning? Why do Jews 
become adults at 13 years old? G-dcast’s library of animated 
biblical stories, mobile apps, and video games helps to explain 
to our children, partners, and friends why we fast on Yom 
Kippur and get married under a chuppah (wedding canopy). 
Beyond simply finding answers, understanding these stories 
leads to the discovery of personal meaning and relevancy 
in Jewish traditions. By inviting songwriters to artistically re-
interpret the Psalms, young foodies to work on a text about 
food and wine, and college students to talk about the Talmud, 
G-dcast creates educational content that can be used in a 
variety of settings, from formal Jewish education to the curious 
20-something just wanting to know more.

While still adding to its video archives, G-dcast also combines 
Jewish learning with media knowledge, running Studio G-dcast 
educational workshops, where participants read and interpret 
ancient stories and become the directors of their own Jewish 
films. G-dcast has also released its first mobile app, a Fruit 
Ninja-style game, described by reviewers as “addictive, fun, 
and relevant stealth learning.” The big plan for G-dcast leads 
to financial sustainability through sales of current and future 
mobile apps and resources, all while helping a generation of 
young people to re-connect with their roots. 

Evaluators applaud G-dcast’s ability to transform Torah stories 
in new and technologically savvy ways. “There’s a 100-year 
tradition of using current arts to bring Jewish education to life,” 
one evaluator says.  “But G-dcast brings that up to date more 
energetically and innovatively in online media than anyone else 
working in this field now.”

g-dcast

contact
Sarah Lefton

board chair
Josh Weinberg 

2013 expenses
$941,230 

year founded
2008

a new media production company
raising Jewish literacy through apps and 
animated shorts
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haggadot.com

1524 S Wooster St #3
Los Angeles, CA 90035
954-579-3301

@haggadot

www.haggadot.com         

eileen@haggadot.com



For years, many families have unthinkingly gone through the 
motions of the Passover Seder, using bland, soup-stained 
haggadot passed down from their parents. Jews around the 
world use the haggadah, a book filled with the stories and 
rituals that make up the Passover narrative, to tell the story 
of the Hebrews’ exodus from Egypt. Haggadot.com now 
makes it easy for anyone, with any skill level or comfort with 
Passover customs, to create a personal haggadah and begin 
new Passover traditions. In a time when customization and 
personalization define so many of our decisions, Haggadot.
com’s user-friendly platform allows anyone to make Passover 
more personal with thought-provoking new material. 

More than just a self-publishing site, Haggadot.com offers 
an online storehouse of material from leading thinkers and 
activists. These materials, including traditional commentaries; 
vignettes from Jewish lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgender, and 
queer perspectives and environmental angles; and stories from 
a broad spectrum of contributors, help each user to pick and 
choose from an enormous library of text options representing 
a wide range of beliefs and views. The site also encourages 
users to join the conversation by adding their own content to 
their haggadot as well as to the ever-growing site, challenging 
users to both embrace Passover traditions and individualize 
their own. Expanding its use of technology into new areas, this 
year Haggadot.com launches Kavanot.com, a collaborative 
site where users can publish their own materials for Shabbat 
celebrations.

Evaluators praise Haggadot.com as a model of “open 
source” and inclusive Judaism, not satisfied to rest on its 
past successes but always striving to do more. One evaluator 
remarks, “Haggadot.com is combining the best of technology, 
crowd-sourcing, and the sentiment and value of the Passover 
experience.” Another evaluator sums up the young site’s 
impact on the Jewish community simply as: “Giving people the 
freedom to do Passover their own way.”

haggadot.com
an online, collaborative haggadah
for Jews around the world

contact
Eileen Levinson

board chair
n/a

2013 expenses
$26,208

year founded
2008
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havurah at camp
tel yehudah
575 8th Ave 11th Floor
New York, NY 10018
877-HAVURAH (428-8724) 

@HavurahatTY

www.havurahcamp.org            

 info@havurahcamp.org



Havurah serves as an example for how a mainstream Jewish 
institution can adapt its model and grow its programs to 
meet the needs of an underserved Jewish population. The 
only program of its kind focused on Russian-speaking teens 
in North America, Havurah provides Russian-speaking youth 
with a Jewish camp experience tailored to their needs, and 
a platform to explore their Jewish heritage. Most Havurah 
campers say they would not have considered attending 
a Jewish camp before, however, 120 campers and staff 
participate in the program each summer at Camp Tel 
Yehudah, which embodies the magic of Jewish camp while 
serving the unique cultural needs of the Russian-speaking 
Jewish community.

Intentionally pluralistic, Havurah is a “camp within a camp” 
that encourages teens from North America, Russia, and Israel 
to make friends not only within their Russian-speaking groups 
but also within the larger Tel Yehudah teen camp community. 
These interactions spark friendships and encourage 
cooperation with young Jewish teens from a wide variety 
of backgrounds and from all over the world. Subsidies and 
grants also help make the program affordable, decreasing 
a major barrier that often prevents Russian-speaking Jews 
from participating in Jewish life. In addition to typical summer 
camp fun, campers engage in Jewish education, values-
based philanthropy, and leadership development, all aimed 
at building strong future leadership in the Russian-speaking 
and broader Jewish communities. To continue a sense of 
community and encourage Jewish learning throughout the 
year, Havurah also offers off-season social events, volunteer 
activities, and holiday celebrations for the Russian-speaking 
youth and their families, helping Havurah alumni feel more 
connected with the Jewish community year-round.

Evaluators are impressed with the way Havurah fosters a new 
generation of Russian-speaking Jewish leaders while giving 
many Russian-speaking teens the opportunity to enjoy Jewish 
camp life for the very first time. One evaluator notes that the 
Russian-speaking Jewish community often faces barriers 
integrating into North American Jewish life, however, “Havurah 
allows Russian-speaking Jewish families to have an easy point 
of entry into Jewish life and [the] Jewish communal structure.”

havurah
at camp
tel yehudah

contacts
David Weinstein
Julia Smirnova

board chair
Mike Lasday

2013 expenses
$521,720

year founded
2009

project of
Young Judaea, Inc.

parent org founded
1909

developing future Russian Speaking
Jewish leaders in North America
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hekdesh

no published address
917-714-0034

n/a

www. hekdesh.org    

 jsissman@yahoo.com



Alumni engagement is a challenge for organizations of all 
shapes and sizes. Many organizations wonder, “How do we 
keep former participants connected with our organizations in 
meaningful and mutually beneficial ways?” HEKDESH answers 
this question for the Dorot Fellowship in Israel (DFI) with its 
creative and easily replicable program. Dorot fellows spend a 
year in deep conversation about a variety of issues, learning 
from and with each other throughout their time in Israel. As the 
fellowship ends, however, alumni seek ways to continue the 
experience without their cohort. Enter HEKDESH, a volunteer-
run giving circle run by DFI alumni, for DFI alumni. An easily 
replicable model for other organizations, HEKDESH (the 
Hebrew word for property set aside for charitable purposes) 
uses philanthropic tools to keep alumni engaged with Dorot, its 
educational philosophies, and with one another.  

HEKDESH members participate in a community grantmaking 
process that gives members the chance to educate each 
other and explore their philanthropic values. By utilizing the 
DFI alumni community’s diverse experience and knowledge 
to guide the grantmaking process, HEKDESH activates 
the DFI alumni network, giving members the tools to 
make informed, conscious, strategic decisions about their 
philanthropic choices. In its six years of existence, HEKDESH 
has grown from 3 founders to 71 members, distributing over 
$18,000 dollars in the spring of 2013 to Israeli social change 
organizations. Participation in the HEKDESH curriculum has 
led members to develop deeper connections with the DFI 
community and increase their giving to DFI as well. By investing 
deeply in education and conversation around giving, HEKDESH 
creates transformative experiences for alumni while also 
benefitting DFI.

HEKDESH’s innovation and success rest in its ability to 
continually inspire its members, and by extension, members of 
the American Jewish community at large, to seriously evaluate 
their giving practices. Slingshot evaluators are impressed by 
HEKDESH’s replicable model of alumni engagement, as well 
as its ability to function and flourish with a limited number of 
resources. Evaluators also comment on HEKDESH’s unique 
business model, noting, “HEKDESH is volunteer led and 
provides real leadership opportunities to its alumni. They are 
engaging one another early in their philanthropic journeys.”

hekdesh

contact
Julie Sissman

board chair
Max Socol

2013 expenses
$3,000

year founded
2006

project of
Dorot Foundation/
Dorot Fellowship in Israel

parent org founded
1991

using collective giving to build community 
and leadership among geographically, 
chronologically and ideologically diverse 
alumni of a program 
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hidden sparks
452 Fifth Avenue 24th Floor
New York, NY 10018
212-767-7707

@HiddenSparks05

www.hiddensparks.org               

dknider@hiddensparks.org



In a classroom of 30 or more students, teachers must use 
various teaching styles and approaches to reach the entire 
group. Without the right training, students with learning 
difficulties prove especially challenging to reach. Jewish Day 
Schools have lagged behind their secular counterparts in 
providing that training to teachers, but Hidden Sparks works 
with educators to provide the professional skills necessary 
to support these students. The organization trains, coaches, 
and mentors teachers with the goal of producing confident 
educators better equipped to meet the unique learning needs 
of students and better prepared to meet the challenges of the 
classroom as a whole. 

Currently, the Hidden Sparks curriculum is used in Chicago, IL; 
Baltimore, MD; New Orleans, LA; Tampa, FL; Hollywood, FL; 
and Nashville, TN. With 67 coaches in 34 schools impacting 
students and preparing teachers in Judaic and general studies, 
Hidden Sparks works to make its resources accessible to all 
who need them. The Hidden Sparks Without Walls program 
offers distance-learning opportunities to ensure that classes 
and coaching are made available to as many teachers as 
possible, and its successful training program has educated 
over 800 teachers in a multi-tiered approach that pairs teachers 
with Hidden Sparks-trained coaches for the support they need 
in order to succeed. 

Hidden Sparks has deeply impacted and shifted the 
conversation around inclusion in the Jewish classroom, 
and Slingshot evaluators recognize the unique space that 
the organization occupies in the Jewish community. “Few 
organizations are working at any level to make Jewish day 
schools more inclusive for children with learning differences and 
special needs,” one evaluator notes. “Hidden Sparks is one of 
the best organizations working to address this issue nationally.” 

hidden
sparks

contact
Debbie Niderberg

board chairs
George Rohr
Pamela Rohr

2013 expenses
$715,435

year founded
2005

coaching teachers to work with children 
with learning differences
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innovation: africa
520 8th Avenue, 15th Floor
New York, New York 10018
646-472-5381

@innoafrica 

www.innoafrica.org          

rachel@innoafrica.org



Innovation: Africa serves global needs through a Jewish 
framework. Using world-class solar technology made in Israel, 
Innovation: Africa has brought light, refrigerated medicine, 
and clean water to nearly half a million Africans through 63 
projects across the African continent. For thousands of Jews 
throughout North America, Innovation: Africa offers a new 
way to get excited about Israel when other options feel too 
politically charged. Appealing to its participants’ interests 
in human rights and global poverty, and to their desires to 
connect with Israel and the Jewish community, Innovation: 
Africa connects its participants with Jewish life in a non-
religious and apolitical setting, giving them the opportunity to 
make a difference in the world.  

In the past year, Innovation: Africa has received Special 
Consultative Status at the United Nations, joining a working 
group to accomplish the UN’s goals of universal access to 
energy, and positioning the organization to better advocate 
for Israel in the global community. Innovation: Africa’s use of 
Israeli innovations supports the Israeli economy, spreads the 
word about the positive ways that Israel benefits the world, 
and instills a sense of pride in Israel among young, Jewish 
program participants. Since its launch in 2008, Innovation: 
Africa has built a community of 500 North American Jewish 
activists that cares about Africa, Israel, and the environment. 
A student task force also coordinates events on more than 40 
college campuses to educate peers about Israeli innovation 
and the ways that this innovation improves life in Africa.  

Evaluators are impressed by Innovation: Africa’s success at 
engaging American Jews in African development as well as 
its efforts to engage young, unaffiliated Jews in a way that 
embraces the values that concern them the most. “Innovation: 
Africa is a true social enterprise with a very Jewish mission,” 
one evaluator remarks. “Working to improve the everyday lives 
of the people of Africa with Israeli technology – brilliant!”

innovation:
africa

contact
Rachel Ishofsky

board chair
Steven Ackerman

2013 expenses
$760,000

year founded
2008

engaging young Jews in their efforts to 
bring Israeli innovation to African villages
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j’burgh

4607 Forbes Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15221-2759
412-621-8875 x108

@jburgh

www.jburgh.org          

laureng@hilleljuc.org 



J’Burgh invests in the future of Pittsburgh’s Jewish community 
with dynamic programming for graduate students and young 
professionals. Many people arrive in Pittsburgh for educational 
opportunities and leave without having formed a connection 
to the local community, therefore, J’Burgh works to create 
a bridge between the university setting and the local Jewish 
community. With roughly 2,500 Jews in their 20s living in the 
Pittsburgh metro area, J’Burgh, an initiative of the Berman 
Hillel Jewish University Center of Pittsburgh, creates spaces 
for meaningful engagement with Jewish life in a manner that 
Jewish communities nationwide can easily replicate.

J’Burgh operates differently than many organizations targeting 
young adult engagement.  Through significant collaboration 
with partner agencies, J’Burgh provides highly substantive 
Jewish programs and real leadership opportunities, allowing 
participants to access and facilitate Jewish experiences that 
meet their individual interests. For some participants, joining 
one of J’Burgh’s several sports teams, attending a happy 
hour, or traveling to Israel with one of J’Burgh’s Birthright 
trips become their access points. Others enjoy the many 
opportunities for Jewish learning or communal Shabbat 
dinners. J’Burgh’s Jewish Healthcare Foundation Fellowship 
offers leadership training for graduate students who serve on 
boards of local Jewish non-profits, providing them with the 
tools to become effective communal leaders. Participants are 
also encouraged to build strong Jewish opportunities for the 
Pittsburgh community; for example, one fellow has launched 
a Moishe House in Pittsburgh after being inspired by his 
fellowship participation.

Evaluators feel that much of J’Burgh’s success comes 
from its collaboration with several partnering organizations, 
multiple entry points for participants, and the ability to reach 
a high percentage of its target audience. One evaluator 
writes, “J’Burgh is [engaging this population] in a way that is 
responsive, intentional, and impactful. [It knows] when to step 
up, and when to step back in shaping meaningful opportunities 
for young professionals in Pittsburgh.” J’Burgh sends a 
clear message to young adults: your participation in Jewish 
communal living is valuable.

j’burgh
creating Jewish community in Pittsburgh 
for young adults in their 20’s 

contact
Lauren Glazin

board chair
Zack Block

2013 expenses
$180,000

year founded
2007

project of
Hillel Jewish University
Center of Pittsburgh

parent org founded
2001
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j-teen leadership

701 Westchester Ave. Suite 203E
White Plains, NY 10604
914-328-8788 

@JTeen

www.jteenleadership.org

abbe@jteenleadership.org 



Initially founded to provide assistance to families displaced by 
Hurricane Katrina, the youth who created J-Teen Leadership 
quickly realized that there is also work to be done much closer 
to home. In its eight years of existence, J-Teen Leadership 
has engaged over 500 Jewish teens throughout Westchester 
County, NY in a variety of service projects within their own 
communities, across the US, and internationally. Teens plan 
all of the projects, providing participants with the chance to 
develop leadership skills and build connections with dynamic 
adult Jewish role models in the community. Through these 
programs, J-Teen Leadership participants do not just train to 
make a difference in the world when they are older; they also 
effect change today. 

As J-Teen Leadership has grown, it has retained its grass-
roots, student-driven feel by creating a teen-elected 
Leadership Circle that plans and implements all projects 
with the help of adult mentors who support and guide 
the teens’ visions. This leadership team evaluates local, 
national, and international need and decides on projects to 
pursue. Teens have executed service trips to the Gulf Coast; 
Nashville, TN; Birmingham, AL; Iowa; and Cuba, all while 
building a network of hundreds of service-minded peers in 
their home communities. While J-Teen Leadership works 
to develop agents of change with strong Jewish identities, 
teenagers also learn to transform passion into action. Through 
J-Teen Leadership, teens of all Jewish denominations and 
backgrounds join together with the shared goal of making the 
world a better place through service projects. 

Evaluators praise J-Teen Leadership for its clear focus on 
service and leadership. One evaluator states, “J-Teen is not 
only encouraging teens to participate in service projects, but 
providing them with significant leadership opportunities. This 
enables teens to take a participatory role in Judaism rather 
than waiting on the sidelines.” Valued for its relevance to the 
lives of Jewish teens, evaluators find J-Teen Leadership to be 
a deeply powerful force in the lives of its participants. 

j-teen
leadership

contact
Abbe Marcus

board chairs
Marc Hersch
Lauren Levine

2013 expenses
$215,000

year founded
2005

project of
Westchester
Jewish Council

parent org founded
1975

a community service initiative led by
Jewish high school students who want to 
make a difference in the world today
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jewish farm school

5020 Cedar Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19143
877-537-6286

@JFarmSchool

www.jewishfarmschool.org        

 nati@jewishfarmschool.org 



“Food insecurity,” “locally-sourced,” “organic,” “artisanal,” 
“factory-farmed,” “conventional,” “locally-grown” – with 
every passing day, the conversation around ethical food 
choices becomes more complicated. A growing number of 
organizations, both Jewish and secular, work to educate 
their communities about where our food comes from and the 
environmental and ethical costs of how it reaches our plates. 
Jewish Farm School (JFS) tackles these questions in a Jewish 
context, using a combination of trainings and skills-based 
Jewish agricultural education to teach the Jewish community 
about food and environmental issues. 

Ranging from afternoon workshops to weeklong Alternative 
Spring Break trips and season-long agricultural apprenticeships, 
JFS infuses its work with practical sustainability skills and 
Jewish values. Since its launch in 2006, JFS has reached over 
5,000 children, college students, and adults with its programs, 
built partnerships with Hillel and fellow Slingshot organization 
Eden Village Camp, as well as launched the online platform 
FeastForward.org to host videos and educational resources. 
Looking forward, JFS seeks to train more educators, farmers, 
and individuals to become change agents, while developing a 
core curriculum in order to more easily replicate its educational 
programming across the country. JFS is also working to launch 
an urban sustainability program in Philadelphia, including 
interfaith work and practical skills training.

One evaluator focuses on the organization’s emphasis on 
scalability, noting, “I feel it has tremendous potential for 
replication throughout the country and beyond.” Another 
evaluator praises its creative approach to education: 
“Combining faith and the environment is powerful and 
innovative. The programs are experiential and tailored for 
different ages in different communities.”

jewish
farm
school

contact
Nati Passow

board chair
Mark Barnett

2013 expenses
$235,000

year founded
2006

teaching about contemporary food and 
environmental issues through innovative, 
skill-based Jewish agricultural education
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jewish learning venture

7607 Old York Road
Melrose Park, PA 19027
215-320-0390

@JLearnVenture

www.jewishlearningventure.org          

rabbiphil@jewishlearningventure.org



While the social entrepreneurs featured throughout Slingshot 
are critical to the ongoing relevancy of Jewish life, for the 
Jewish community to continue to thrive, legacy institutions 
must also continue to innovate to remain relevant. There 
may be no better example of the drive for ongoing relevancy 
than at the Jewish Learning Venture (JLV) in Philadelphia. 
As the Slingshot organization with the oldest roots, JLV can 
trace part of its ancestry to the early 1800s. Born from the 
2009 merger of the Auerbach Central Agency for Jewish 
Education, founded in the 1980s, and the Jewish Outreach 
Partnership, an organization created in 1836, JLV works as a 
collaborative agency that seeks to expand and enhance the 
way Philadelphians experience Jewish community. In order to 
remain current in a community whose needs have changed 
dozens of times over nearly two centuries, JLV focuses on the 
real needs of the local Jewish community by developing family 
engagement programming, strengthening synagogues, and 
building up Jewish educational institutions. 

JLV serves as a resource for local Philadelphia Jewish 
organizations, providing tools and methods for these 
organizations to build partnerships with each other, expand 
outreach in the community, and connect local communities 
of families. JLV programs touch a wide range of audiences, 
including technology training for congregational school 
teachers, collaborative affinity groups for synagogues, the 
website jkidphilly that provides a connection point for Jewish 
families with young children, and Reshet (Hebrew for “network”), 
a training program for local Jewish professionals and lay leaders. 
Reshet has recently expanded nationally, with JLV training local 
coordinators to run Reshet programming in seven different cities. 

As a result of JLV’s programming, more families incorporate 
Jewish ritual into their homes and feel more connected with the 
Jewish community. Evaluators are impressed with the number 
and diversity of partnerships that JLV has created in the 
Philadelphia community, and how the national Reshet network 
impacts communities outside of Philadelphia. “[JLV] keep[s] 
breaking new ground fearlessly,” says one Slingshot evaluator. 
“Since the merger [it has] continued to innovate in Philadelphia 
and to impact communities nationwide.”

jewish
learning
venture

contact
Rabbi Philip Warmflash

board chair
Jon Broder

2013 expenses
$1,936,000

year founded
2009

inspiring and empowering people to make 
Jewish life, learning, and community 
relevant and meaningful
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jewish new
teacher project
729 Seventh Avenue 9th Floor
NY, New York 10019
646-695-5088

n/a

www.jntp.org          

nbruder@newteachercenter.org



Jewish day schools need dedicated, seasoned teachers to 
educate the next generation of Jewish leaders. With 50% of 
all teachers serving fewer than five years in the profession, 
many Jewish schools across the country, like all schools, face 
high turnover rates and a lack of experienced educators in the 
classroom. The Jewish New Teacher Project (JNTP), a program 
of the New Teacher Center, fights to keep talented teachers in 
Jewish day schools. By providing support to new teachers and 
helping develop Jewish educational leadership among mentor 
teachers and principals, JNTP is one of the only organization 
of its kind helping to provide new teachers the skills they need 
to thrive in the classroom. As a result, 90% of JNTP-mentored 
teachers stay in their positions long-term.

Using a proven strategy imported from secular education 
and adapting it for use in a Jewish space, each new teacher 
participating in JNTP receives intensive weekly mentoring from 
a dedicated and highly trained mentor teacher as well as an 
orientation program and day-long seminars. Principals and 
mentor teachers also receive support and training through a 
series of workshops that further develop their professional 
skills and give school leaders the tools to help new teachers 
succeed. With 85 schools and over 600 new teachers already 
benefiting from the program, JNTP’s new teacher induction 
programs have already seen positive results, both in increased 
retention rates among new teachers and stronger leadership in 
the Jewish schools it serves.

Evaluators point out that JNTP’s success comes from its 
willingness to leverage and adapt a proven strategy to benefit 
the Jewish education system, as well as its ability to reach a 
wide range of Jewish schools across the entire spectrum of 
Jewish identities and practice. “The Jewish education system 
has a lot to learn about good pedagogy and practice,” one 
evaluator says. “The Jewish New Teacher Project fills that gap.”

jewish
new
teacher
project

contact
Nina Bruder

board chair
Lance Fors

2013 expenses
$1.1 million  

year founded
2002

project of
New Teacher Center

parent org founded
2002

training seasoned day school teachers to 
mentor beginning teachers, helping them 
perform better and retaining them in the 
field longer
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the jewish partisan
educational foundation 
2107 Van Ness Avenue Suite 302
San Francisco, CA 94109
415-563-2244

@jpeftweets

www.jewishpartisans.org      

mitch@jewishpartisans.org



Now that three generations of Jews have been born since 
World War II, some young people consider the Holocaust to 
be ancient Jewish history. Many children and teens today only 
know stories of loss, sadness, and remembrance about one 
of the most significant events in Jewish history. The Jewish 
Partisan Educational Foundation (JPEF) works to build upon 
that narrative by sharing the story of the Jewish partisans, 
30,000 Jews who fought back against the Nazis during World 
War II, as a way to inspire Jewish pride and empower young 
Jews to stand up for themselves and their communities. Using 
the partisans’ stories, JPEF has created another way for young 
Jews to access their communal past and to grapple with their 
current Jewish identities.  

Having worked with over 7,000 educators since its founding 
in 2000, JPEF has impacted over a million teens worldwide by 
teaching them about their inherited legacy of heroic resistance. 
These teenagers leave JPEF programs with a greater sense of 
their own power and ability to advocate on behalf of the Jewish 
community and the State of Israel. JPEF’s newest initiative, 
Strengthening Jewish Pride, consists of a curriculum and online 
learning materials intended to enhance Jewish pride and build 
a sense of social responsibility in Jewish youth. Working with 
synagogues, youth groups, and summer camps, JPEF gives 
teens the tools they need to stand up against discrimination 
and oppression around the world. This year, JPEF has also 
upgraded its electronic resources and has made great strides 
towards receiving national accreditation for its online curricula.

Evaluators celebrate JPEF’s ability to shift content and methods 
to remain current and relevant. They appreciate JPEF’s unique 
narrative, with one evaluator noting, “JPEF’s lens on the 
Jewish experience of the Holocaust has offered a ‘way in’ to 
Jewish identity for Jews and Jewish history for non-Jews that 
resonates in the 21st century.” The organization’s ability to take 
the depth and breadth of material available about the partisan 
narrative and turn it into inspiring educational resources has 
made JPEF a vital transmitter of Jewish knowledge and history.

the jewish
partisan
educational 
foundation 

enhancing Jewish pride and empowering 
young people worldwide to stand up to anti-
Semitism, discrimination and oppression

contact
Mitch Braff

board chairs
Elliott Felson

2013 expenses
$792,155

year founded
2000
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jewish without walls 
10 Premier Court
Nesconset, NY 11767
917-414-4526 

@JWOWLongIsland

www.JewishWithoutWalls.org              

JewishWithoutWalls@gmail.com



Jewish Without Walls (JWOW) focuses on building a vibrant 
and diverse Jewish community in suburban Long Island, where 
options for Jewish involvement can feel limited to traditional 
institutions. Removing the barriers that prevent many families 
from participating in Jewish life, including inconvenient 
locations, feelings of exclusivity, or membership dues, JWOW 
deconstructs the idea of the traditional Jewish organization 
by creating a self-sustaining and self-led community. Through 
JWOW, participants become leaders and create their own 
programs based on their own interests and needs, outside of 
the walls of a synagogue or JCC.  

Without the confines of a building, the responsibility of a 
religious school, or hefty overhead expenses, JWOW can 
operate differently than other local organizations and focus 
exclusively on building meaningful Jewish experiences for 
its community. Relying on volunteers to create and develop 
programs that meet the needs of Jews from a wide range 
of Jewish affiliations and identities, JWOW’s grass-roots 
approach and focus on participant leadership allows the 
young organization to stretch its limited budget and offer 
programs that truly matter to the people it serves. In its 
first year of operation, JWOW has developed an eclectic 
range of programs hosted outside of the walls of traditional 
Jewish venues, like building bird houses for Tu B’shvat at 
Home Depot, and Passover in the Matzah Aisle at a local 
supermarket. The success of its Hanukkah event at an area 
shopping mall, attracting more than 500 people of all ages, 
also demonstrates the organization’s wide appeal.  

Evaluators are impressed by JWOW’s consumer-led model 
that enables the young organization to make a huge impact on 
a tight budget. Noting its potential to expand and grow, one 
evaluator states that JWOW has the ability to make “a deep 
and wide impact.” Most impressively, the evaluator continues, 
“[It makes] connecting to Judaism easy and fun!”

jewish
without
walls

contact
Beth Finger

board
Stuart Botwinick
Rabbi Tracy Kaplowitz
Ellen Krakow
Misha Monticciolo
Sarah Pew
Adam Solomon

2013 expenses
$7,000

year founded
2011

building vibrant Jewish communities 
across denominations and affiliations
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jews for racial & 
economic justice
666 Broadway, Suite 500
New York, NY 10012
212-647-8966

@JFREJNYC

www.jfrej.org     

info@jfrej.org 



Jews for Racial & Economic Justice (JFREJ) focuses on 
creating change in New York City and building the community 
necessary to create that change. As the Jewish voice in NYC’s 
progressive community, JFREJ provides a home for liberal 
Jews seeking to live Jewishly through concrete community 
organizing and political action. JFREJ participants, who are 
diverse in age, observance, Jewish background, and ethnicity, 
work together with equally diverse partners in low-income 
communities of color and immigrant communities to make New 
York City a better, more just place for all its residents. Member-
led, all of JFREJ’s campaigns are designed, selected, and 
executed by individuals invested in putting their Jewish values 
into action.

JFREJ mobilizes and leverages a progressive Jewish voice to 
speak out and act on pressing social issues. The Shalom Bayit: 
Justice for Domestic Workers campaign has joined forces with 
Domestic Workers United to fight for legislation guaranteeing 
domestic workers’ labor rights on the city and state levels. The 
Campaign for Police Accountability connects with communities 
impacted by the NYPD’s violent and pervasive Stop and Frisk 
policy, as well as those targeted by Islamophobic actions 
and policies. JFREJ is also deeply invested in developing 
Jewish social justice leaders. Beginning in 2012, the Grace 
Paley Organizing Fellowship provides an opportunity for 
JFREJ leaders to take their community organizing skills to 
the next level while assuming roles within the organization’s 
infrastructure and assisting with events and decision-making. 
The fellows participate in retreats, workshops, mentoring, and 
community building opportunities where participants learn  
from one another as well as challenge themselves to meet  
new goals.

JFREJ has emerged as a diverse community where Jews 
from a variety of backgrounds can put their values into 
action through bold, imaginative, progressive actions that 
translate into real, definitive social change. “The great thing 
about JFREJ,” notes one Slingshot evaluator, “is that it has 
consistently been willing to go places that no one else in the 
Jewish community is willing to go.” 

jews for
racial &
economic
justice

contact
Marjorie Dove Kent

board chairs
Shira Epstein
Audrey Sasson

2013 expenses
$277,000

year founded
1990

strengthening the Jewish community’s 
participation in the fight against inequality 
in NYC and fostering a Jewish identity with 
justice at its core
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jews united for justice
1633 Connecticut Ave NW 3rd Floor
Washington, DC 20003
202-408-1423

@jufj

www.jufj.org               

info@jufj.org



Despite being one of the most affluent areas in the US, one 
third of DC-area children live below the poverty line. In a 
city that attracts thousands of Jews motivated to make a 
difference in national politics and global development, there are 
surprisingly few outlets for impacting local issues. Leveraging 
Jewish voices to make a political impact, Jews United for 
Justice (JUFJ) helps the Washington, DC Jewish community 
stand with its neighbors to advocate and fight for justice 
and equality. Through education and community organizing 
techniques, JUFJ provides a venue for the Jewish community 
to respond to local inequalities and make the region a better 
place for all of its residents to live. 

In collaboration with interfaith, Latino, and African American 
communities, JUFJ has helped win important victories, 
including affordable housing, protections for domestic workers, 
and progressive income taxes on the wealthy. In the past year, 
JUFJ has seen its Dream for Equality campaign in Maryland 
turn out 20,000 Jewish voters in support of marriage equality 
and the DREAM Act for immigrant education equality. The 
organization is currently involved in a campaign for paid sick 
days for all workers. JUFJ is also committed to producing 
savvy, powerful leaders. The Jeremiah Fellowship, started 
in 2009, trains young Jews, ages 25 to 35, in organizing, 
activism, and fundraising, preparing them to impact their 
Jewish communities and the larger world. The Ruth Fellowship, 
a two-year program that trains local synagogue lay leaders 
as community organizers, focuses specifically on local food  
justice issues. 

JUFJ’s social justice campaigns and successful collaborations 
with like-minded groups have established it as a powerful 
influencer within the progressive Jewish community, while also 
securing a place for the organization as a leader in thought, 
local politics, and fundraising. One evaluator calls Jews United 
for Justice “a major player on political issues” and applauds its 
impact on the Jewish community along with its ability “to serve 
as an important address where change happens.”

jews
united
for
justice

contact
Jacob Feinspan

board chair
Roberta Ritvo

expenses
$415,000

year founded
1998

organizing the Jewish community to make 
a real and lasting difference in the social 
justice challenges facing the DC region
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join for justice
359 Boylston Street 4th Floor
Boston, MA 02116
617-350-9994

@jewishorganizer

www.joinforjustice.org              

kvanpraag@joinforjustice.org



A combined project of fellow Slingshot organization Bend the 
Arc, the Jewish Organizing Initiative, and Just Congregations, 
JOIN for Justice recognizes that quality leaders in the Jewish 
community must master community organizing skills in order 
to maximize constituent participation, build relationships, and 
best achieve the missions of their organizations. Until now, the 
Jewish community has lacked a central resource for training 
community organizers. JOIN for Justice has quickly become 
the go-to place for Jewish community organizing training with 
a focus on training, supporting, connecting, and mobilizing 
Jewish organizers and the communities they work with. 

JOIN’s work happens within multiple contexts in order to 
affect as many individuals as possible. The Jewish Organizing 
Fellowship places young Jewish adults in community 
organizing jobs through its year-long program, where 
fellows build Jewish community and explore Jewish identity 
together. The Seminary Leadership Project brings together 
cantors, rabbis, and educators for opportunities to develop 
skills around organizing that they can then take back to 
their communities and congregations. JOIN’s 2012 National 
Summit has brought together 300 organizers for training and 
networking with the goal of changing the Jewish social justice 
landscape. JOIN also consults with other Jewish institutions, 
including the Jewish Social Justice Roundtable, which has 
hired JOIN to create a series of trainings to help organizational 
staff and members engage communities around issues such as 
voter ID laws and same sex marriage. In addition, JOIN offers 
online organizing courses through Harvard’s Kennedy School 
of Government. 

Slingshot evaluators are impressed by JOIN’s success in 
building meaningful partnerships that result in generating 
change throughout the Jewish community. One evaluator 
comments on JOIN’s ability to address “multiple needs – 
partnering with clergy, fostering young leaders, consulting with 
Jewish organizations, all for social change.” Another praises 
JOIN’s community organizing training focus: “JOIN is able to 
foster real systems of change in the Jewish community.” 

join for
justice

contact
Karla Van Praag

board chair
Rabbi Jonah Pesner

2013 expenses
$909,095

year founded
2012

strengthening the community organizing 
practice of Jewish leaders, ensuring that 
Jewish communities play a powerful role in 
North American social justice struggles
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the kavana cooperative

P.O. Box 19666
Seattle, Washington 98119
206-713-1953

@kavanaseattle

www.kavana.org              

rabbi@kavana.org



The Kavana Cooperative shows the Jewish world how to build 
a community that engages people as producers rather than 
simply consumers of their Jewish lives. American Jewish life 
has long been dominated by a synagogue-centered, consumer 
model, which young Jews today increasingly choose to 
reject. Founded in 2006, The Kavana Cooperative provides 
an alternative community structure for the young Jews of 
Seattle, with a guiding principle of “kavana,” the Hebrew word 
for “intention.” Built on a “co-op” model, every person who 
joins the Kavana community is asked not just to contribute 
financially, but to also take an active and intentional role as a 
volunteer and a participant in communal activities. 

By empowering individuals to create their own Jewish 
experiences, Kavana consistently provides high quality 
programming that directly meets the needs of its participants.  
Programmatic options range from Shabbat dinners and 
services to a book club, camping trips, a baby playgroup, and a 
variety of social justice campaigns. In the past year, Kavana has 
made great strides in its work to achieve financial sustainability 
and has also begun a large-scale self-evaluation project, 
intended to help the organization share best practices with 
other communities in the future.

Evaluators are impressed with the broad reach of The Kavana 
Cooperative, noting that the organization has “successfully 
created Jewish community for a diverse group of individuals, 
empowering those individuals to be part of the design of their 
Jewish life, thereby taking responsibility for it.” A second 
evaluator states, “We need more ‘mini-communities’ like 
Kavana where people can find the sense of home and inclusion 
and purpose that Kavana creates.” 

the kavana
cooperative

pioneering a new high-engagement 
model for how local Jewish communities 
can be organized, building compelling 
and meaningful Jewish life

contact
Rabbi Rachel Nussbaum

board chairs
Marc Cohen
David Pressman

2013 expenses
$357,785

year founded
2006
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kavod v’nichum
8112 Sea Water Path
Columbia, MD 21045
410-733-3700 

@chevra_kadisha

www.Jewish-funerals.org              

info@jewish-funerals.org



When families care for someone who is dying, or are suddenly 
faced with an unexpected death, many seek connection 
with tradition as a way to honor the departed and mourn the 
loss. However, for individuals unaffiliated with a synagogue, 
there are few Jewish resources available to help guide the 
bereaved through this time of mourning with Jewish tradition 
and customs. Kavod v’Nichum (Hebrew for “honor and 
comfort”) uses education and advocacy to empower Jews 
of all backgrounds to reclaim the mitzvot (“good deeds”) of 
honoring the dead. The organization ensures that local groups 
and congregations can support mourners through traditional 
Jewish activities and rituals in ways that are accessible and 
relevant to today’s Jewish community.

Kavod v’Nichum’s website offers the most comprehensive 
resource available for Jewish end-of-life matters. The 
organization provides technical assistance and educational 
materials, and organizes Chevra Kadisha (“holy society”) 
groups at the local level to perform Jewish funerals and 
mourning activities. It also hosts the North American Chevra 
Kadisha and Jewish Cemetery Conference, the only annual 
gathering of its kind. Their Gamliel Institute, a center for 
study, training, and advocacy concerning Jewish end-of-life 
practices, offers distance learning classes for rabbis, medical 
and health professionals, and lay leaders from across North 
America. These courses prepare individuals to assist grieving 
families and to train volunteers within their communities to 
perform Jewish end-of-life rituals. Kavod v’Nichum also works 
to adapt its manuals and resources to meet the needs of a 
diverse Jewish community, taking into consideration interfaith 
families, same-gender and transgender couples, and families 
interested in “green” burials.  

Kavod v’Nichum helps the Jewish community engage with 
traditional practices while giving individuals the information 
they need to adapt those traditions in their own meaningful 
ways. “This organization is unfortunately timely, given ageing 
Jewish demographics,” notes one evaluator, “and [its] unique 
and ubiquitous area of concern is overlooked by most in   
our community.” 

kavod 
v’nichum

contact
David Zinner

board chair
Rabbi Stuart Kelman

2013 expenses
$110,000

year founded
2000

providing resources for communities to 
develop traditional Jewish funeral, burial 
and mourning practices
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kevah

748 Gilman St.
Berkeley, California 94703
510-280-5656

@kevah

www.kevah.org        

sbamberger@kevah.org



Gather your friends and engage in thought-provoking 
conversations with an educator on a topic of your choosing 
wherever you like hanging out each month. The leaders at 
Kevah have tapped into the interests of many young Jews who 
seek meaning and community, and who crave substantive 
learning opportunities, accessed in easy ways. Based on the 
premise that Jewish texts have wisdom to offer Jews of all 
ages, backgrounds, or knowledge levels, Kevah provides the 
infrastructure and support for people to incorporate regular 
Jewish learning into their busy lives, and to access Jewish texts 
in personally relevant and unintimidating ways.

Kevah is committed to the pluralistic study of Jewish texts on a 
weekly, bi-monthly, or monthly basis. Organizers gather a group 
of 8 to 15 of their friends or colleagues to learn together with 
an educator trained by Kevah on topics of interest to the group. 
Highly customizable, each group differs based on the style 
of the educator, the needs of the group, and varying content 
interests, ranging from Jewish perspectives on sexuality in the 
Bible to business ethics through Talmudic learning to what the 
Torah says about current social issues. In addition to working 
with interested individuals, by partnering with synagogues, 
and fellow Slingshot organizations Hazon and Moishe House, 
Kevah has quickly expanded its network of student learners to 
a diverse spectrum of participants. Since its launch, Kevah has 
served more than 400 learners in 53 groups across the country. 

Through Kevah’s partnering with a wide range of institutions 
and its creation of small, in-home environments for learning 
with peers, evaluators see that participants begin to connect 
with Judaism in innovative ways. “Kevah is helping to answer 
important questions for people who know they are Jewish, 
but may not understand why Jewish participation can 
enhance their lives,” writes one evaluator. “[The organization] 
provide[s] an easy entrée, with an affordable format, with 
inspired leadership.” Evaluators also note Kevah’s impressive 
programmatic and organizational growth in the last year. 
“Kevah has touched a nerve with affiliated and unaffiliated adult 
Jews,” writes one evaluator.

kevah

contact
Sara Bamberger

board chair
Daniel Oppenheimer

2013 expenses
$583,820

year founded
2008

building micro-communities that empower 
adults to engage in pluralistic study of 
traditional Jewish texts 
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the kitchen

40 Woodruff Rd
San Anselmo, CA 94960
415-819-7415

@SlowDownJewUp

www.thekitchensf.org         

yoav@thekitchensf.org



Experience has taught the leaders of The Kitchen that, although 
78% of San Francisco’s Jewish population is unaffiliated, the 
vast majority still desires to live a meaningful Jewish life. For a 
variety of reasons, however, many people have not been able 
to find a niche in the Jewish community. Reaching out to this 
population, The Kitchen offers specifically religious experiences 
to Bay Area Jews in alternative ways. With 130 paying 
members and several hundred more participants each year, The 
Kitchen taps in to a population of Jews in their 20s and 30s that 
many other institutions have been previously unable to reach. 

An informal and accessible vibe makes The Kitchen the place 
that everyone wants to gather when there’s a party, much like 
your own kitchen at home. As a community, The Kitchen brings 
together young Jewish foodies for Shabbat dinners hosted 
at popular up-and-coming restaurants and markets, hosts 
holiday celebrations at hip San Francisco venues, and has 
created its own interactive and accessible machzor, the prayer 
book used at High Holiday services. For those not interested 
in attending events, The Kitchen has also created a take-out 
option, providing materials, kits, and other support to empower 
individuals to create their own Jewish experiences. These 
resources allow people to celebrate holidays and Shabbat in 
their homes, parks, or favorite restaurants. 

Evaluators commend The Kitchen’s staff for constantly thinking 
deeply and creatively about how to engage segments of the 
Jewish community that are more difficult to reach, and for 
creating opportunities that allow everyone to connect with 
Jewish rituals in their own ways – especially with a dynamic 
and often “kitschy” flair. “[It is] an institution without feeling like 
one,” writes one Slingshot evaluator. “The way The Kitchen 
approaches the San Francisco community is spot on.” 

the kitchen

contact
Yoav Schlesinger

board chair
Samatha Grant-Wiesler

2013 expenses
$311,892

year founded
2011

a charter shul: reinventing Jewish life 
in San Francisco by delivering sacred 
experiences to the modern urbanite
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luria academy
of brooklyn
238 St. Marks Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238
718-398-3290

n/a

www.luria-academy.org        

amanda@luria-academy.org



When it comes to building a vibrant Jewish community, our 
children’s classmates provide as much of an influence as 
do their classroom lessons. Honoring the diversity of Jewish 
practice and affiliation in its Brooklyn Jewish community, 
the Luria Academy of Brooklyn builds relationships 
between children of varied Jewish affiliations. Secular, 
Israeli, intermarried, Chasidic, and other families send their 
preschool and elementary school children to learn together in 
a progressive and traditional Jewish educational community. 
Using an “Open-Orthodox” Judaic curriculum (which focuses 
on adherence to Jewish law in addition to intellectual openness 
and spirituality), as well as Hebrew immersion and Montessori 
and Dewey approaches to education, children make friends 
and learn to respect their peers regardless of background      
or affiliation.

Luria Academy helps children become insightful, sophisticated 
Jewish thinkers who learn from one another’s diversity and 
create thriving Jewish communities. The school also works to 
fully integrate children with special needs into the classroom, 
one of the many ways that the school practices its philosophy 
of diversity and inclusion beyond religious affiliation. Luria 
also commits to making a day school education financially 
accessible, keeping tuition at less than 40% of that of other 
day schools in New York City. Parents are deeply involved 
and committed volunteers, and they reflect the economic and 
religious diversity of the school. 

Luria Academy looks to repair the rift in the Jewish community 
that results from feeling that one is “too much” or “not enough” 
in terms of religious observance. Rather than dismiss potential 
conflict, Luria confronts it with community-building strategies. 
One evaluator notes, “Luria is a great example of a traditional 
institution experimenting with lived pluralism, full inclusion 
and distributive leadership.” “I am excited by what this school 
represents,” writes another evaluator. “Jewish Day Schools 
have been around for decades, but are often late in adopting 
new approaches to education. Luria is built on the notion of 
innovation and openness.” 

luria
academy
of
brooklyn

contact
Amanda Pogany

board chair
Sam Boymelgreen

2013 expenses
$1,739,700  

year founded
2006

raising a new generation of Jewish leaders 
in a vibrant cultural mosaic
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matan

520 Eighth Avenue, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10018
866-410-5600 x12

@mataninc

www.matankids.org               

Dori@matankids.org 



With an estimated 200,000 children in the Jewish community 
grappling with some form of learning disability, Matan 
dedicates itself to arming the world of Jewish education with 
the knowledge, skills, and tools necessary to meet the needs 
of learners across the spectrum of learning disabilities. Matan 
seeks to make all Jewish communities feel responsible for 
every child, regardless of ability, by working with leaders, 
educators, and organizations across the Jewish community. 
Recognizing that teachers may lack the training necessary 
to best serve their students, that institutions have limited 
resources, and that parents of children with disabilities can feel 
isolated and marginalized by the community, Matan creates 
a vibrant, growing community of Jewish special-education 
professionals to best fill these gaps. 

In the past year and a half, Matan has undergone a structural 
shift, changing its focus from helping to develop programs that 
provide direct support for Jewish children with special needs, 
to training Jewish communal leaders and educators through 
the Matan Institutes program. The Matan Institutes provide 
intensive, ongoing education for Jewish educators, who receive 
professional development as well as continued mentorship 
over the course of a year. Matan also provides training to 
students in Jewish education graduate school programs at 
the Jewish Theological Seminary and Hebrew Union College. 
By recognizing that teachers and Jewish professionals 
need ongoing support to institute structural changes in the 
classroom, Matan’s new focus allows the organization to make 
lasting, meaningful changes in the field of Jewish education 
while providing inclusive Jewish educational opportunities for 
more children with special needs.

Evaluators applaud Matan for its responsiveness to feedback 
and its ability to adapt to changing needs in the communities it 
serves. “Matan’s leadership is using data to inform and improve 
programming, something that is not typically seen in many 
other organizations,” one evaluator writes. “[Its] focus is now 
on developing the capacity of current and future leadership to 
focus on inclusion, which is essential.”

matan
coaching teachers to work with children 
with learning differences

contact
Dori Frumin Kirshner

board chair
Rabbi William Plevan

2013 expenses
$315,000

year founded
2000
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mazeltot.org
600 S. Cherry St. Suite 1200
Denver, CO 80246
303-398-7407

@MazelTotOrg

www.mazeltot.org             

perri@mazeltot.org



The overwhelming alphabet soup of Jewish organizational life 
can be challenging to navigate for young families, especially 
those who are new to a city and have not yet connected with 
the local Jewish community. In the Greater Denver and Boulder, 
CO areas, 46% of Jewish people ages 25 to 39 have lived 
there for fewer than ten years and many lack the infrastructure 
necessary to connect with Jewish life. MazelTot.org works 
to create a structure that allows families to engage, learn, 
celebrate, and build a Jewish community together. By helping 
families sample organizations and programs without requiring 
them to first commit financially, MazelTot.org creates avenues 
for families with young children to explore Jewish options and 
build connections with their Jewish community. 

MazelTot.org currently works with 35 partner organizations 
to provide resources for the prenatal to preschool 
demographic. Families learn about opportunities through a 
weekly e-newsletter and website that provide information 
on playgroups, open houses, and other upcoming events 
with partner agencies. MazelTot.org engages in a process 
of continual evaluation, and recent numbers show success 
in regard to its efforts. 83% of families report increasing 
involvement in Jewish organizational life since connecting 
with the Jewish community through MazelTot.org. The 
experience of partners in MazelTot.org’s work has also been 
overwhelmingly positive; 83% of organizations say their 
presence and visibility in their communities have improved 
since collaborating. 

Ultimately, MazelTot.org seeks to create a welcoming Jewish 
community where young families can easily connect and 
put down roots. Slingshot evaluators call the organization 
a “trailblazer” and continue to applaud its dedication to 
accessible communal life and practice. One evaluator writes, 
“As a new parent, I spend countless hours searching online for 
Jewish opportunities available to my family – I wish MazelTot.org 
existed in my community.”

mazeltot.org

contact
Perri Klein

board chair
Jennifer Atler Fischer

2013 expenses
$247,100

year founded
2009

project of
Rose Community
Foundation

parent org founded
1995

providing information and discounts 
to prenatal-through-preschool families, 
making local Jewish community 
more accessible
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mishkan chicago

1117 W. Fry  
Chicago, IL 60642
312-972-3422

@mishkanchicago

www.mishkanchicago.org          

jare@mishkanchicago.org



Just as Slingshot organizations IKAR, Sixth & I, and the Kavana 
Cooperative have revolutionized Jewish life in their cities, 
Mishkan Chicago now offers a new approach to religious 
experience in the Chicago area. Home to the third largest 
Jewish community in North America, the city of Chicago has 
a history of strong traditional Jewish communal institutions. 
Aiming both to create a powerful spiritual space and to 
enhance what it means to be Jewish in Chicago beyond the 
walls of these traditional organizations, Mishkan Chicago has 
created a new holistic community that works to connect people 
socially, intellectually, and spiritually within a Jewish framework 
and in new ways. Seeking to grow a diverse and inclusive 
community, Mishkan’s accessible approach speaks to those on 
the fringes, as well as those steeped in religious life.

Becoming involved with Mishkan means interfacing with Jews 
across different denominations and affiliations for Shabbat 
and holiday celebrations, small group classes, havdalah house 
parties, and Jewish music jams. Working to innovate within 
the existing infrastructure of the Chicago Jewish community, 
Mishkan has built strong partnerships with many local Jewish 
organizations, including a joint Talmud learning program with 
SVARA: A Traditionally Radical Yeshiva. Only one year old, 
Mishkan has already impacted over 1,200 individuals.

Evaluators praise the unique position of Mishkan within the 
Chicago Jewish community and its ability to meet articulated 
goals that match the needs of participants. One evaluator 
notes, “There is a void of spiritually engaging opportunities 
for young single adults in the Chicago area, and the types of 
interventions that Mishkan is providing are new, interesting, 
different, and creatively meeting a need [in] the community.” 

mishkan
chicago

contact
Jaré Akchin

board chair
James Edward Johnson

2013 expenses
$280,000

year founded
2011

engaging and connecting people in
Chicago through dynamic experiences of 
prayer, learning and community building
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myjewishlearning
377 Fifth Avenue 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10016
212-695-9010

@jewlearn

www.myjewishlearning.com            

meredith@myjewishlearning.com



These days, most people with questions about Jewish life turn 
to the internet before they turn to a rabbi. MyJewishLearning’s 
open, trans-denominational approach has turned its website 
into a comprehensive first stop for Jews looking to explore 
Jewish life online. For over a decade, MyJewishLearning 
has developed resources that answer questions, initiate 
conversations, and create community around Judaism by way 
of its open and non-judgmental online platform. Today, multiple 
websites host robust online communities that encourage 
connections between readers and provide platforms for sharing 
stories and discussions about Jewish life. 

MyJewishLearning’s approachable, relevant, and multi-
perspective nature is evident in the breadth and depth of 
topics covered on all of its sites. Originally launched with the 
goal of providing a source for pluralistic Jewish content online, 
MyJewishLearning has successfully expanded to include the 
Jewish parenting website Kveller.com and Jewniverse, an 
email project featuring “the inspirational, the extraordinary, 
and the just plain strange” of Jewish culture and teachings. 
MyJewishLearning also provides unique sets of resources 
for different sectors of the Jewish community through its 
partnerships, including joint blogs with Slingshot organizations 
Keshet and the Institute for Southern Jewish Life, and a series 
of online classes with Mechon Hadar. These collaborations 
have resulted in MyJewishLearning’s user audience growing by 
over 50% in the past year. 

MyJewishLearning continues to impress Slingshot evaluators 
with its cutting-edge, influential work as well as its ability 
to do so much with a relatively small budget and staff. 
“MyJewishLearning is serving as a platform for other Jewish 
organizations looking to reach beyond their current capacity. 
MyJewishLearning leverages key partnerships that are mutually 
beneficial and strengthen the pluralistic goal that it was 
founded on.” It remains an organization uniquely positioned to 
educate, challenge, and expand the Jewish community in North 
America and worldwide.

myjewish
learning

contact
Meredith Lewis

board chair
Daniel Gorlin

expenses
$1.4 million

year founded
2002

leveraging the internet and other new 
media to spread knowledge of Jewish 
religion, history, values, traditions, 
and culture
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nehirim
125 Maiden Lane #8B 
New York, NY 10038
212-908-2515

@nehirimglbt 

www.nehirim.org              

esobel@nehirim.org



Nehirim works to change the national conversation about 
Judaism and sexuality while transforming the lives of its 
participants. In response to staggering rates of un-affiliation 
and intermarriage in the Jewish lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, 
transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) community, Nehirim 
brings together thousands of LGBTQ Jews from all religious 
and ethnic backgrounds for intensive retreats, advocacy 
campaigns, and leadership building. Its extensive work creates 
a pluralist, welcoming, multi-denominational space that meets 
the deep needs of LGBTQ Jews grappling with finding a 
spiritual space in the Jewish community.

Participants find themselves returning to Jewish life through 
involvement in Nehirim’s activities, interacting more with 
other Jews, joining synagogues, and even going to rabbinical 
school. A strong focus on lay leadership has allowed Nehirim 
to transition most of its retreat and year-round program 
planning to volunteers, helping to develop new leadership for 
the Jewish LGBTQ community and the Jewish community at 
large. Nehirim has also recently expanded its work to include 
Eshel, an Orthodox-focused LGBTQ Jewish organization, and 
Kohenet, a women’s spirituality organization, to better serve 
the diverse needs of its constituents. 

Evaluators celebrate the organization’s ambition and desire 
to facilitate connections with the Jewish community for 
LGBTQ Jews. Evaluators are impressed with Nehirim’s vision, 
stating, “[The organization has its] finger on the pulse of the 
community, and it is clear [it is] growing in influence and 
leading in this field. I am impressed by [its] direction and ability 
to continue growing.” 

nehirim

contact
Ethan Sobel

board chair
Corey Friedlander

2013 expenses
$215,260 

year founded
2004

building connection among LGBTQ Jews 
and allies across the United States
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newground

200 North Spring Street Suite 2111
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-473-7063

@sarahbassin

www.muslimjewishnewground.org              

sarah@muslimjewishnewground.org 



As religious minorities in America, Jews and Muslims share 
many values and experiences but often find themselves 
separated by political divides. Dedicated to fostering 
sustainable relationships between these two communities in the 
Los Angeles area, NewGround: A Muslim-Jewish Partnership 
for Change creates change through intensive initiatives 
for Jewish and Muslim leaders of all ages. In synagogues, 
mosques and high schools, participants in NewGround’s 
programs spend months building deep relationships with each 
other before broaching potentially volatile topics such as the 
Middle Eastern conflict. This structure allows participants to 
develop their communication skills and trust in each other, 
opening the doors to difficult conversations.

In its core fellowship program, a cohort model provides intense 
training for members, allowing them to explore and strengthen 
their own faith identities while learning about others’ beliefs 
in a safe yet challenging environment. At the conclusion of 
the fellowship, many report important changes in their lives, 
including new friendships and relationships, increased empathy, 
and improved skills to deal with conflict and engage with 
difficult issues. In an effort to create lasting change in the Los 
Angeles community, participants in the Young Professionals 
Fellowship design public projects at the end of their training 
that partner with Muslim and Jewish communal organizations 
and help recent alumni practice their new collaborative skills. 
Projects include a Muslim-Jewish film festival, ongoing efforts 
to fight discrimination in the form of rallies and town hall 
meetings, and an exchange program between Muslim and 
Jewish day school students.

In praising NewGround, one evaluator notes that the 
organization distinguishes itself by remaining true to its values 
while avoiding grandstanding. “NewGround is about developing 
the relationships that can benefit the larger community.” 
Another evaluator praises NewGround for its efforts in building 
a stronger Jewish community. “To think about the other, one 
first has to explore his/her own identity,” the evaluator remarks. 
“For many, the NewGround fellowship may be one of the most 
significant Jewish experiences they have.”

newground
a joint Jewish-Muslim organization 
training emerging leaders to collaborate 
and overcome entrenched conflicts

contact
Rabbi Sarah Bassin

board chair
Edina Lekovic

2013 expenses
$178,448

year founded
2006
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ourjewishcommunity.org

10001 Loveland-Madeira Rd. 
Loveland, OH 45140
513-985-0400 

@JewsOnline

www.ourjewishcommunity.org     

rabbi@ourjewishcommunity.org 



One member of OurJewishCommunity.org (OJC) says, “I 
am so excited to find the online community, which is a boon 
for so many of us who can’t (or won’t) enter a brick-and-
mortar synagogue, but who have need for a relevant Jewish 
experience.” This member, and 325,000 others in the last 
year, tune in to OJC from their personal screens to engage in 
a Jewish experience. More than just an interactive website 
or video recordings of religious services, OJC responds to 
the needs of modern Jews and decreasing rates of affiliation 
by crafting a new model of a spiritual home and providing a 
resource for people seeking a personal, contemporary Jewish 
experience. Its willingness to adapt less accessible aspects 
of Jewish tradition and develop new rituals allows community 
members to celebrate the ongoing evolution of Jewish 
traditions on their own terms. 

OurJewishCommunity.org uses technology to live-stream 
interactive holiday and Shabbat services, webinars, and 
Passover Seders. If you log on to an OJC service, you may join 
a soldier in Afghanistan, a homebound individual, or someone 
who lives in a community without a synagogue. Its new website 
and free mobile app provide forums where participants can 
interact with rabbis during these services, as well as access 
the rabbis’ blogs, lifecycle materials, and educational materials. 
OJC has created a strong online presence and shown that 
Jewish community can be built anywhere with today’s available 
technology. Its mostly-English liturgy and reconstruction of 
Jewish ritual and prayer offer introductions to tradition for those 
who may not have been inspired to explore Jewish practices in 
more conventional ways. 

OurJewishCommunity.org is celebrated for its warm and 
welcoming atmosphere, and for its ease of connection. As one 
evaluator writes, “OJC is taking a logical, customer-orientated 
approach to Jewish outreach and engagement – meeting 
people where they are (on the internet!) and offering high-
quality Jewish content and meaning in a welcoming, non-
threatening, low barrier environment.”

ourjewish
community.org

contacts
Laura Baum
Robert Barr

board chair
Paul Korn

2013 expenses
$194,825

year founded
2008

project of
Beth Adam Inc.

parent org founded
2008

an online Jewish community reaching 
people where they are and celebrating
 a Judaism that is bold, intellectually
honest, and ever evolving
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the pearlstone center

5425 Mt Gilead Road 
Reisterstown, MD 21136
410-429-4400 x200

@pearlstonecntr

www.pearlstonecenter.org           

jakir@pearlstonecenter.org



On the surface, a visit to the Pearlstone Center might include 
pickling cucumbers, harvesting produce on the farm, or 
feeding the goats. Take a deeper look, and you find that you 
have received an ancient Jewish lesson about environmental 
awareness, transformation, and renewal. The Pearlstone 
Center, a Baltimore-area Jewish retreat center and educational 
farm, exists at the intersection of experiential education, 
environmental awareness, and food justice activism. As the 
lead Jewish environmental organization in the mid-Atlantic 
region, Pearlstone has served over 15,000 participants through 
retreats, summer camps, educator trainings, and community 
gardening. Pearlstone also works directly to impact local 
problems of poverty and food insecurity through its farm, which 
produces over 25,000 pounds of food annually for its CSA 
program, retreat center kitchen, and local charities.

Pearlstone’s Jewish community gardening collective and 
leadership training programs help local Jewish communities 
across the country engage in similar community-based 
programming, using food justice and climate change issues 
to ignite passion for Jewish text and tradition. Pearlstone’s 
curricula have been distributed nationally, enabling 
communities around the country to replicate the meaningful 
work happening on-site. Pearlstone has also taken a major step 
in the past year, integrating its Kayam Farm with the Pearlstone 
Retreat Center, a bold and strategic move that allows both 
programs to establish financial stability while continuing to 
grow and spread their impact. 

Evaluators believe that “Pearlstone has succeeded in 
introducing its ideas to a wide range of audiences by being 
interwoven with a retreat center.... [It is] extremely innovative 
and continue[s] to push the envelope in the Jewish eco-justice 
field.” A second evaluator adds, “Pearlstone’s successful effort 
to integrate internally demonstrates its commitment to constant 
innovation and growth.”

the
pearlstone
center

contact
Jakir Manela

board chair
Ilene Vogelstein

2013 expenses
$2.5 million

year founded
2001

a Jewish community farm near Baltimore, 
engaging participants of all ages in 
inspirational hands-on Jewish education
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rabbis without borders

440 park Ave., South 4th Floor 
New York, NY 10016
212-779-3300 x122

@rwbclal

www.rabbiswithoutborders.org               

rsirbu@clal.org



In a time when individuals feel comfortable crossing cultural, 
religious, and ethnic borders, some rabbis struggle to make 
Judaism and Jewish rituals accessible and meaningful to a 
community that embraces multiple identities. Rabbis Without 
Borders (RWB) sees this changing landscape as an opportunity 
for reinvigoration of Jewish life. By training rabbis from all 
denominational backgrounds to effectively reach out to the 
growing number of Jews who feel disconnected from the 
synagogue system, RWB helps Jewish religious leaders better 
meet the diverse needs of those seeking to be part of Jewish 
communal life.  

RWB strengthens Jewish institutions and synagogues by 
training rabbis to support and nurture a wide range of Jewish 
experiences and identities. A pluralistic convener of rabbis and 
rabbinical students, RWB’s programs challenge participants 
to grapple with contemporary issues from a wide range of 
perspectives. Nearly 200 Orthodox, Reform, Reconstructionist, 
Conservative, and post-Denominational rabbis and rabbinical 
students have come together as RWB fellows to discuss 
current trends in the United States and how the Jewish 
community, as an inclusive whole, can respond to these 
cultural shifts in meaningful ways. Participants draw on the 
collective wisdom of experts and from the divergent opinions 
of colleagues in the room, finding new and practical ways 
to connect ancient Jewish ritual with modern Jews in their 
home communities. RWB also runs classes and workshops at 
major rabbinical gatherings, offers one-on-one mentoring, and 
teaches elective courses at different rabbinical schools. 

Evaluators applaud Rabbis Without Borders for its ability to 
work across denominational affiliations and for, in the words 
of one evaluator, “recognizing that the role of synagogues and 
traditional outreach to Jews must change.” Another evaluator 
adds that RWB’s strength lies in the fact that it “stresses 
diversity and pluralism in an innovative way that crosses the 
borders of [its] own movements.”

rabbis 
without 
borders

contact
Rabbi Rebecca W. Sirbu

board chair
Debra Tuchman

2013 expenses
$783,000

year founded
2008

project of
Clal - The National 
Jewish Center for 
Learning and Leadership

parent org founded
1974

providing professional development for 
rabbis and rabbinical students, stimulating 
their efforts to make Judaism meaningful 
and accessible to a wide audience
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ramah service corps 
3080 Broadway  
New York, NY 10027
212-678-8881

@nationalramah

www.campramah.org                 

amy@campramah.org



While many Jewish institutions work to bring the impact 
and success of Jewish summer camp into their year-round 
activities, Ramah Service Corps takes the idea one step 
further: in addition to bringing back the programming from 
camp, it also brings back the programmers. The National 
Ramah Commission, the umbrella of the Conservative Jewish 
camping movement, uses its best asset, young Ramah staff 
alumni, as ambassadors for the Ramah experience in a variety 
of communities. Harnessing the energy, enthusiasm, talents, 
and experience of its staff alumni, trained as camp educators 
and leaders, Ramah Service Corps members work year round 
to strengthen youth and family programming with camp-style 
activities and to recruit new campers to the Ramah system 
from nearly 30 Jewish communities nationwide.  

Ramah Service Corps members receive individual mentorship, 
a stipend, and attend a national Ramah training. Each Corps 
member plans at least four new programs for families and 
youth in their communities, based around Shabbat and 
holidays, Israel, or Jewish learning and values. The success 
of Ramah Service Corps has also prompted the expansion 
of the program, both within the Ramah system and beyond. 
The Union for Reform Judaism (URJ) aims to pilot its own 
Service Corps program this year, modeled after Ramah’s. The 
two camping movements also plan to work in partnership to 
provide scholarship support to new campers recruited to both 
Ramah and URJ camps in communities served by Service Corp 
members. In the coming year, Ramah Service Corps also plans 
to pilot a full-time version of its fellowship in Detroit, asking 
three fellows to reinvigorate Jewish programming in multiple 
organizations through two years of service in the community. 

Evaluators are consistently impressed with the way Ramah 
Service Corps keeps the valuable resource of its seasonal 
camp staff engaged. One evaluator writes, “Ramah Service 
Corps gets the innovation nod for the simple reason that it 
recognizes its greatest asset – its young alumni – and [has] 
figured out a way to continue their engagement on behalf of 
Ramah and the overall Jewish community.” 

ramah
service
corps

contact
Amy Skopp Cooper

board chair
Sheldon Disenhouse

2013 expenses
$80,250

year founded
2010

project of
National Ramah
Commission

parent org founded
1947

bringing the magic and spirit of Camp 
Ramah to North American communities 
year-round
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ramah tikvah network

3080 Broadway  
New York, New York 10027
212-678-8881

@nationalramah

http://campramah.org/content/specialneeds.php            

shira@campramah.org



The Ramah Tikvah Network is a powerful incubator for young 
Jewish professionals who are motivated and trained to work 
in the Jewish disabilities community and has created a cadre 
of young Jewish special needs educators who bring their 
commitments to inclusion and accessibility into all facets of 
Jewish life. The Ramah Tikvah Network builds upon summer 
camp, which has proven to be an innovative and effective 
platform for disabilities initiatives in the Jewish community, and 
coordinates its disabilities-focused activities in year-round and 
professionally enriching ways. Staff alumni, typically college-
aged, from Ramah’s Tikva, Breira, and Camp Yofi disabilities 
programs across the country also benefit from year-round 
professional development training and opportunities to sustain 
connections with their campers. 

This year, Ramah has hosted two national trainings where 
inclusion staff has gathered to learn from experts in the 
field and to share best practices. Professionals working 
specifically in the vocational education area of camp have 
also convened to discuss expansion of such opportunities 
at future Ramah camps. Regular webinars, open to staff of 
all camping movements, provide resources that focus on the 
needs of children with disabilities. Ramah Tikvah Network 
members also take part in in-person and videoconference 
programs with Tikvah campers, allowing staff and campers 
to stay connected during the winter months. By video, Tikvah 
campers and their counselors reminisce about camp, talk 
about the weekly Torah portion, sing camp songs, and catch 
up with one another weekly. 

Evaluators call the Ramah Tikvah Network “a trailblazer in the 
Jewish community” and praise the organization’s innovative 
work. “No other camp movement has created something 
like this to make its system more accessible to all interested 
participants,” one evaluator remarks. Another notes that the 
focus on building young Jewish leaders trained in inclusivity 
benefits the larger Jewish community as well. “Only the Ramah 
Tikvah Network is creating a cohort of young Jewish leaders 
committed to promoting inclusion in their future careers.”

ramah 
tikvah 
network 

creating year-round opportunities 
for continued learning and training for 
the staff working with campers with 
disabilities at Ramah camps

contact
Shira Arcus

board chairs
Sheldon Disenhouse

2013 expenses
$48,400

year founded
2009

project of
National Ramah
Commission

parent org founded
1947
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rimon 
4330 S. Cedar Lake Rd.  
Minneapolis, MN 55416
952-381-3449 

@MNJewishArts

www.rimonmn.org                 

rimon@sabesjcc.org



At Rimon: The Minnesota Jewish Arts Council, creativity and 
Jewish identity take center stage. Artists often find themselves 
on the fringes of Jewish life, unsupported by larger Jewish 
institutions that often have little knowledge of or access to the 
artists creating in their own communities. Rimon ensures that 
this influential community of Jewish artists not only connects 
with Jewish organizations, but that the two groups collaborate 
towards building a vibrant Jewish community together. Jewish 
agencies in St. Paul, MN become venues for local Jewish 
artistic displays, and in return, the organizations incorporate 
this artwork as educational tools in their own programming.

Rimon organizes artists’ salon gatherings and local art 
festivals, provides a monthly e-guide to Jewish arts in 
Minnesota, and also awards grants directly to a diverse group 
of artists working in all media to enhance their work. In 2013, 
grants have supported the tour of a one-woman play on 
Holocaust themes; the regional premiere of Annelies, James 
Whitbourn’s choral work based on the life of Anne Frank; 
and the creation of an affinity group for Jewish architects 
working in Minnesota. One of its most successful ventures, 
P’Chotchka offers new artists a chance to talk about their 
work in a fast-paced event featuring local writers, dancers, 
filmmakers, and visual artists. P’Chotchka embodies Rimon’s 
innovative spirit that constantly seeks out new ways to 
engage Minnesota’s Jewish population as well as the greater 
Minnesota community. This year Rimon plans to expand 
its impact into new areas by consulting with other Jewish 
communities seeking to integrate art in non-traditional ways, 
and by overseeing the arts giving portfolio of a local  
Jewish foundation.  

Evaluators are impressed by Rimon’s ability to build 
meaningful relationships with Jewish artists and the arts 
community as well as the impact that the organization makes 
on a relatively small budget. “Rimon uses ‘levers’ in interesting 
ways others do not,” one evaluator remarks. “The result is a 
flourishing Jewish arts community in the heart of Minnesota.”

rimon

contact
David Jordan Harris

board chair
Janet Kampf

2013 expenses
$78,100

year founded
1995

project of
Minneapolis Jewish
Federation

parent org founded
1930

putting artists at the center of Jewish life 
through community collaboration
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shoresh at bela farm

132 Cedric Avenue  
Toronto, Ontario, M6C 3X8 Canada
416-805-8382

@ShoreshGTA

www.shoresh.ca         

risa@shoresh.ca



Nearly a fifth of the organizations listed in this year’s Slingshot 
Guide connect their participants with Jewish life through the 
environment. As the only Jewish land-based environmental 
organization in Canada, Shoresh Jewish Environmental 
Programs not only expands the Jewish environmental 
movement north of the US border, but it also introduces 
innovative models of Jewish experience to the Toronto Jewish 
community. For years, many young Jews have left Toronto 
behind to participate in the growing Jewish environmental 
movement in the United States. Shoresh’s new Bela Farm, a 
115-acre Jewish educational farm project, the largest in North 
America, serves young Jewish Canadians interested in pursuing 
in-depth learning about sustainable agriculture, artisanal food 
production, and intentional Jewish living and learning on their 
home turf.  

Shoresh at Bela Farm provides a creative space and 
programming for Jews of all ages. The organization runs 
multiple programs throughout the year, including holiday 
celebrations, learning sessions, and multiday retreats. Retreat 
participants find themselves engaged in everything from 
agricultural work and communal meal preparation to building a 
meditation garden of medicinal herbs and engaging in Jewish 
text study. As the farm develops, Bela will become a center 
for the preparation of kosher food products like jams and 
preserves, baked goods, pickles, yogurt, and cheese, while 
also providing opportunities to work with farm animals ranging 
from chickens and goats to bees.  

Evaluators are inspired by Shoresh’s work, noting, “Shoresh 
has shown tremendous leadership in the area of environmental 
and land based Judaism. [Its] programs create an alternate 
way for young Jews to connect to their Jewish heritage.” One 
Shoresh participant states, “Working on the visioning team 
for Bela Farm has been, hands down, the most inspirational 
Jewish experience I have ever had.”

shoresh 
at bela farm

contact
Risa Alyson Cooper

board chair
Dr. Michael Schecter

2013 expenses
$80,000

year founded
2011

project of
Shoresh Jewish 
Environmental Programs

parent org founded
2002

a rural centre for sustainable land-based 
Judaism outside of Toronto
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the tribe
4144 Chase Ave  
Miami Beach, FL 33140
786-507-6104

@thetribemb

www.thetribe.org                  

rdinar@thetribe.org 



While The Tribe offers top-notch programming, it is relationship-
building and leadership opportunities that keep participants 
coming back for more. The Tribe, a project of The Open Tent, 
reaches a diverse spectrum of Miami natives, including Israelis, 
Europeans, and Spanish-speaking Jews, building an energetic 
community of Jewish young adults in South Florida. Led by 
the young adults it aims to serve, The Tribe’s commitment to 
leadership cultivation has increased investment in Jewish life 
for hundreds of participants and, by extension, strengthened 
Miami’s Jewish community as a whole. 

Whether attending a professional development seminar, a 
volunteer opportunity, or one of The Tribe’s monthly holiday 
programs that attract young Jews by the hundreds, those 
most engaged in The Tribe’s work aim to transform attendance 
into action. With significant follow-up after each activity, The 
Tribe’s leaders are trained in relationship building, helping 
the most motivated participants reach their less-connected 
friends, encouraging them to engage in Jewish life and to take 
on leadership roles themselves. Young professionals involved 
with The Tribe drive the organizational vision, set budgets, 
and plan the types of programs they would like to attend 
with their friends. As The Tribe community continues to grow 
exponentially, the organization aims to develop an engagement 
system to even more effectively collect feedback and input 
from the community.  

“The Tribe constantly pushes the envelope, and [it remains] 
true to Jewish tradition without watering it down to attract the 
masses,” writes one evaluator. Evaluators believe that The 
Tribe’s methods of incorporating feedback mechanisms could 
also be used in the broader field to increase engagement and 
leadership. Another evaluator comments, “The Tribe stands 
out among young adult programs in [its] use of data and 
feedback to refine [its] programming, tweaking offering to meet 
consumer demand.” 

the tribe

contact
Rebecca Dinar

board chair
Dean Neiger

expenses
$149,900

year founded
2007

project of
The Open Tent

parent org founded
2005

re-envisioning leadership development 
and community building for Jews in 
their 20s and 30s
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urban adamah
1050 Parker St.  
Berkeley, CA 94710
510 649-1595 x301 

@urbanadamah

www.urbanadamah.org            

adam@urbanadamah.org



Urban Adamah has taken agriculture from rural fields to the 
heart of the inner city. On its one-acre lot in Berkeley, CA, 
visitors experience the modern wisdom gleaned from ancient 
Jewish traditions. “From saying Hamotzi (the blessing) over pita 
bread after grinding the flour ourselves to the practice of ‘pe’ah’ 
(leaving the corners of our fields for the poor),” one participant 
writes, “our experience at Urban Adamah made Judaism come 
to life in incredible ways.” Urban Adamah provides youth and 
camp programs, community workshops, Shabbat celebrations, 
and public programs led and supported by young, Jewish 
fellows who commit to a year-long training program in urban 
farming, community building, and leadership training.

Offering a unique, hands-on way for learners of all ages to 
connect with Judaism, their communities, and the earth, 
Urban Adamah’s experiential education model for both 
children and adult participants also addresses critical issues 
of food ethics, food insecurity, and the lack of access to 
quality, fresh-grown food in its urban neighborhood. Working 
to provide an underserved, poverty-stricken neighborhood 
with fresh, locally-sourced fruits and vegetables, Urban 
Adamah’s programs reach out to both the Jewish community 
and its neighbors. Looking to expand its model to a 
permanent home, Urban Adamah’s continued investment in 
its facilities, staff, and infrastructure have helped it grow as an 
organization and increase its impact on both Berkeley and the 
wider Jewish community.

Evaluators are impressed with Urban Adamah’s continued 
ambition, noting that the organization’s purchase of a 
permanent space will allow it to “develop even further [its] 
programs, expand [its] reach, and elevate the field. [It seems] 
to be innovating in the varied ways that an urban farm can 
interact with and be of service to the broader community.” 
A second evaluator adds, “Urban Adamah has the right 
combination of resources, leadership and cumulative 
experience. It is positioned to be one of the strongest and 
most impactful young Jewish organizations out there.”

urban 
adamah

contact
Adam Berman

board chair
Mark Jacobs

2013 expenses
$659,000

year founded
2010

a Jewish educational farm and community 
center working to build loving, just, and 
sustainable communities
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wilderness torah

2150 Allston Way Suite 210 
Berkeley, CA 94704
510-926-4648

@WildTorah

www.wildernesstorah.org                  

zelig@wildernesstorah.org



In an increasingly technology-focused society, it can be difficult 
to find space to simply experience nature. Wilderness Torah, 
based in Berkeley, CA, works to change this paradigm with 
a wide range of programs focused on celebrating Judaism’s 
agricultural roots and seasonal connections. Rather than 
bringing ideas of environmentalism into traditional Jewish 
settings, Wilderness Torah brings Jews into the environment 
with festival celebrations like Sukkot on the Farm and Passover 
in the Desert. These pluralistic, multi-generational gatherings 
focus on a deep connection with the land, a concept found 
throughout Judaism.

Unlike other Jewish environmental organizations, Wilderness 
Torah focuses less on environmental issues and instead 
uses wilderness as the backdrop for building community and 
reimagining Jewish traditions. B’naiture, a program for 11- to 
13-year-old b’nai mitzvah students, offers a new nature-based 
rite of passage for pre-teens, and B’hootz, a Sunday school 
program in the woods, has helped 35 young children connect 
with their Jewish roots in natural surroundings. 100 young 
adults have served on Wilderness Torah’s Village Councils, or 
leadership teams, that empower participants to create and 
lead their own wilderness community celebrations. In the past 
year, Wilderness Torah has expanded into the community, 
offering multi-day camping trips for day schools, family trips 
for synagogues, and a new leadership training program to help 
spread its curricula across the country.  

Evaluators are impressed not only with the programs that 
Wilderness Torah runs, but also with how the organization 
continues to develop as it enters its fifth year. “The intentionality 
of [its] work really comes across, from [its] willing partnerships 
with various organizations in the community, to [its] thought 
about gender equity and opportunity, to the increase in [its] 
earned income,” writes one evaluator. “The program seems 
very well thought through on every level.” The innovative, 
unique nature of this work is clear, another evaluator explains; 
the organization is “doing something totally outside the norm.”

wilderness 
torah

a center for earth-based judaism, fueling 
a movement to rediscover the essence 
of village life through ideas, events, and 
trainings needed to reconnect spirituality, 
community, nature and self

contact
Zelig Golden

board chair
Rebecca Redstone

2013 expenses
$436,000

year founded
2009
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wise aging
135 West 29th Street Suite 1103 
New York, New York 10001
917-494-4580 

n/a

www.jewishspirituality.org          

rachel@jewishspirituality.org



To say that 60 is the new 40 is not hyperbole. Hundreds of 
thousands of Jews in their 60s across the country are retired 
and healthy, but have very little access to relevant Jewish 
programs. More than 10,000 Baby Boomers reach the age of 
65 each day, a trend that promises to continue for at least the 
next decade.  However, although this new demographic of 
Jewish adults comprises 20% of the Jewish population and 
continues to grow, it receives very little communal attention. 
Wise Aging, a program of the Institute for Jewish Spirituality, 
has taken control of the Jewish community’s response to this 
trend by creating a resource guide that is used in discussion 
groups around the country, facilitated by trained rabbis, 
cantors, and educators, to meet the unique needs and 
interests of Jews over the age of 60. 

Wise Aging makes a strong impact on participants by 
offering a unique combination of spiritual learning, intellectual 
engagement, and community gathering for an underserved 
part of the Jewish community. Its conversations ask 
participants to reflect on life’s lessons from the past, focus 
on living a vibrant Jewish life in the present, and thoughtfully 
consider the future. Now operating in six locations throughout 
the United States, Wise Aging plans to expand to additional 
locations in the next year, while calling attention to the value 
that this population has to the future of the Jewish community.  

Evaluators are especially impressed with the level of 
leadership that Wise Aging has taken in the field, noting, 
“Wise Aging champions the engagement of older Jewish 
adults. [It leads] the field in de-stigmatizing aging and offering 
[its] participants a chance to connect and reconnect with 
Judaism and with one another.” 

wise aging

contacts
Rabbi Marion Lev-Cohen 
Rabbi Rachel Cowan

board chair
Larry Schwartz

2013 expenses
$33,500

year founded
2011

project of
Institute for 
Jewish Spirituality

parent org founded
2003

responding to the needs of Jewish 
“boomers” seeking Jewish community, 
wisdom, and practical advice to age 
well and wisely
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yeshivat maharat

3700 Henry Hudson Pkwy 
Bronx, NY 10463
718-796-0590

@yeshivatm

www.yeshivatmaharat.org           

sara@yeshivatmaharat.org



Some Jewish denominations struggle to balance Jewish 
tradition with modern values of equality, particularly when it 
comes to the role of women in community leadership and 
practice. Yeshivat Maharat has become the first institution 
to train women as spiritual leaders and authorities of Jewish 
law within the Orthodox Jewish world, representing profound 
innovation in the Jewish Orthodox community. Dedicated 
to creating a Judaism where women and men from all 
denominations receive equal opportunities to participate in 
and lead the Jewish world, Yeshivat Maharat works to shift the 
mindsets of those in the community still unsure of or resistant 
to the concept of female leadership.  

This yeshiva, or “learning institution,” ordains each of its 
students as a maharat, a Hebrew term for a teacher of 
Jewish law and spirituality, preparing its graduates to serve 
as Orthodox clergy in synagogues, schools, educational 
organizations, and on college campuses. In this four-
year program, students learn Talmud (rabbinic texts), how 
to arbitrate Jewish law, pastoral counseling, leadership 
development, and partake in community internships to give 
them valuable field experience. To build support within the 
Orthodox community, Yeshivat Maharat students and faculty 
have traveled to more than 25 communities as scholars-
in-residence to model the benefits of women’s leadership. 
Yeshivat Maharat currently enrolls 14 students and has recently 
ordained its first three graduates in June of 2013.

Yeshivat Maharat opens previously locked doors for women 
seeking to provide spiritual leadership within the Orthodox 
community. Evaluators note that the institution provides the 
Jewish community with the opportunity to recognize and foster 
the talents of all its potential leaders. One evaluator writes, 
“Yeshivat Maharat has bold vision combined with a practical 
approach to achieving social change. [The organization 
approaches] a delicate and difficult challenge with a huge 
amount of integrity and perseverance.”

yeshivat 
maharat

contact
Rabba Sara Hurwitz

board chair
Leah Krakinowski

2013 expenses
$487,041

year founded
2009

the first institution ordaining Orthodox 
women as clergy
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yiddish book center

1021 West Street  
Amherst, MA 01002
413-256-4900 x134

@yiddishbookctr

www.yiddishbookcenter.org             

sbronson@bikher.org 



At the Yiddish Book Center, books are not just books. 
They are “buchs” and “seyforim,” Yiddish storybooks and 
religious tomes, all treasures that help to unlock clues about 
American and European Yiddish-speaking Jewish life. Having 
accomplished its original mission of saving one million Yiddish 
books from being lost, the Yiddish Book Center is now 
translating those books and encouraging a new generation of 
Jews to explore their Yiddish heritage and uncover the untold 
wisdom contained in previously inaccessible texts and pieces 
of art.

The Yiddish Book Center has a two-part mission: to protect 
the memories and lifestyles of Yiddish-speaking Jews of the 
past, and to help young people explore the Yiddish language 
in new and creative ways. The Tent, a weeklong program for 
young Jews in their 20s, mixes comedy, creative writing, and 
theatre with Yiddish language study and cultural exploration. 
Yid-Stock, a July festival, features new Yiddish-language songs 
as well as dancing, klezmer music, and traditional Yiddish 
tales. Pakn Treger, an English-language magazine, prints new 
translations of Yiddish texts, making them available to new 
generations. The Yiddish Book Center also films the stories 
of Yiddish speakers, providing a valuable archive of personal 
stories, spoken Yiddish, and first-person historical accounts.

Evaluators are impressed with the Yiddish Book Center’s 
growing digital libraries of Yiddish books and translations as 
well as the creative programming that attracts young people 
to Yiddish language and cultural life. “This organization is 
one-of-a-kind and a force in the Jewish communal world,” 
one Slingshot evaluator remarks. “The Yiddish Book Center 
provides leadership on so many levels.”

yiddish 
book 
center

contact
Susan Bronson

board chair
Eugene Driker

2013 expenses
$4.28 million

year founded
1980

rescuing, translating and disseminating 
Yiddish books and presenting educational 
programs that broaden understanding of 
modern Jewish identity
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For a third consecutive year, we have 
included an additional segment in the 
guide: Slingshot Standard Bearers. The 17 
organizations highlighted in this section 
continue to stand out as leaders within the 
community, year after year. To recognize 
their tremendous impacts and commitments 
to sustained innovation, and to create space 
for different organizations in the top 50 list, 
we distinguish these organizations here.

The following organizations have been 
previously listed in at least five editions 
of Slingshot. They have been selected as 
Standard Bearers this year through the 
same rigorous evaluation process as all 
nominee organizations and projects, and 
they exemplify Slingshot’s core criteria 
of innovation, impact, leadership and 
organizational efficacy. Standard Bearers 
also continue to demonstrate sustainability 
and longevity; in addition to the inclusion of 
three new Standard Bearer organizations in 
the list, all of last year’s Slingshot Standard 
Bearers once again appear in this 
year’s guide.

Additionally, these organizations 
demonstrate success not only within their 
own work, but also raise the bar for other 
organizations in their fields and in the Jewish 
community at large.  The Standard Bearers 
on the following pages have set benchmarks 
for the organized Jewish community and 
lead by example with ongoing creativity 
and drive towards relevancy to their 
diverse stakeholder communities. These 
inspirational organizations consistently 
define the high standards that emerging 
organizations and projects in Jewish life 
aspire to match.

standard bearers

leaders within the community



advancing women professionals 
and the jewish community 
520 Eighth Avenue, 4th Floor 
New York, NY 10018
212-869-9700 x217

n/a

www.advancingwomen.org         

info@advancingwomen.org

SB
01



Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish Community 
(AWP) has provided a real-time case study in creating systemic 
change in a complex and historically stubborn community. In 
2001, AWP’s founders and partners confronted the Jewish 
community with a persistent problem: gender gaps in salary, 
unfriendly work-life policies, and inadequate career paths all 
ensured that women did not ascend into leadership positions 
within the community. AWP recognized this as a problem for 
talented women leaders, but more so for the Jewish community 
as a whole, which would never benefit from diverse voices or 
many of its most talented female leaders. 

Today, AWP’s programs continue to provide blueprints for 
creating change. Its Action Learning Teams train female change 
agents in the Jewish community, helping them advance in their 
personal careers. These women receive coaching to develop 
strategies and implement change in their workplaces. Through 
AWP’s Men as Allies program, more than 75 influential male 
professionals and volunteers act on their Jewish values through 
a gender lens. These men pledge to only speak on panels 
that feature women alongside men, and to advocate for better 
work-life policies and gender parity in salaries.

AWP is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
AWP continues to act as a catalyst for change in the Jewish 
workforce and to see results within the organizations and for 
the individuals it assists. Its programs serve as frameworks for 
men and women to reflect on and evaluate their experiences, 
and in turn, to shift those reflections into action-based steps 
to affect gender parity in the Jewish community. Many other 
Slingshot organizations rely on AWP’s resources and expertise 
to promote gender equality in their own operations, and many 
female leaders in the Jewish world feel that their own sense of 
value has increased due to the work of AWP.

Note from Slingshot: AWP will continue to embed its principles, 
methodology, and messages in the Jewish community, in 
anticipation of formal closure at the end of 2015. AWP was 
never intended to be a permanent institution, but instead, a 
catalytic intervention. The ultimate goal is to engineer solutions 
that other people can use to build more egalitarian, vibrant 
institutions and cultures. AWP is now preparing its network to 
take the helm and is building partnerships with individuals and 
organizations across the community.

advancing 
women 
professionals 
and the jewish 
community 

cultivating shared leadership in 
Jewish life, changing the culture of the 
community, and improving workplace 
practices and policies

contact
Shifra Bronznick

board chairs
Audrey Weiner
Cindy Chazan

2013 expenses
$390,387

year founded
2001



bend the arc
330 7th Avenue 
New York, NY 10025
212-213-2113 

@Bend_thearc

www.bendthearc.us        

dkatowitz@bendthearc.us
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Bend the Arc: A Jewish Partnership for Justice amplifies and 
projects a progressive Jewish voice into national conversations 
about domestic social justice issues. Committed to the idea 
that the Jewish community has a role to play in creating a 
just, fair, and compassionate America, Bend the Arc crosses 
religious and institutional boundaries to engage American 
Jews in the pursuit of economic and social justice. Currently, 
Bend the Arc’s campaign work focuses on mobilizing the 
Jewish community around issues such as immigration reform, 
progressive taxation in California, a national campaign for 
the improved treatment of people with disabilities and better 
conditions for those who care for them, and legislation such as 
the Domestic Workers Bill of Rights. 

Not only a thought leader in the Jewish social justice 
movement, Bend the Arc is a pioneer in the art of 
collaboration, partnership, and resource sharing. In the past 
year, Bend the Arc has piloted an affiliate network, partnering 
with Slingshot organizations Jews United for Justice in 
Washington, DC and Jewish Community Action in St. Paul, 
MN in order to expand its impact on a national scale. These 
partnerships have positioned Bend the Arc as a resource 
and a hub in a growing national network of organizations 
working in the Jewish social justice field. Recently, Bend 
the Arc’s “If I Were a Rich Man” tour has traveled to eight 
states, speaking to Americans about an equitable tax system, 
building connections and leadership, spreading a progressive 
leadership agenda, and creating a deep and strategic network 
of individuals and partner organizations. 

Bend the Arc is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because: 
Bend the Arc works tirelessly while persistently developing 
new methods that use Jewish values to create social 
advances. The organization continues to seek solutions 
to the problems of inequity in the United States and finds 
innovative ways to rally the Jewish community to engage 
with these problems in serious ways. It utilizes various tactics 
in change making, such as advocacy, base building, civic 
engagement, community investment, community organizing, 
and leadership development, and it also remains deeply 
intentional and thoughtful about finding ways to improve on 
an organizational level.

bend
the arc

contact
David Katowitz

board chairs
Amy Dean
Steve Fischman

2013 expenses
$4,447,000

year founded
1984

mobilizing a broad base of Jews and allies 
to act on their progressive values through 
leadership opportunities, community 
development, and grassroots advocacy



encounter

25 Broadway Suite 1700
New York, NY 10004
212-284-6776 

@thegoodname

www. encounterprograms.org     

yona@encounterprograms.org
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Encounter enhances the quality of discussion around the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict by enabling North American Jews 
from across the political spectrum to experience the West 
Bank personally. The future safety and security of Israel 
depends on an honest and rational conversation about Israeli 
politics, but too often, lack of information and volatile emotions 
bog down this important discussion. Encounter works to 
change this reality by demanding nuanced conversations 
within the Jewish community. Since the organization’s 
founding seven years ago, its flagship program, a two-day 
listening tour, has brought over 1,300 Jewish participants to 
the West Bank to meet with Palestinian leaders in business, 
media, non-violence activism, education, and politics, and with 
one another. 

The true value of these trips lies in what participants can bring 
back to their communities. This year, Encounter has launched 
new alumni-focused initiatives to better help past participants 
leverage their trip experiences and create constructive 
engagement with the conflict in their own communities. New 
programs include advanced issue-based trips, a Palestinian 
Voices speaking series in the US, and an online networking 
platform for alumni. The Jewish Theological Seminary’s 
graduate program in Israel Studies also now requires 
participation in an Encounter trip, equipping a new generation 
of Jewish educators with a unique approach to teaching 
about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Encounter grounds all of 
its work in Jewish values and tradition, but leaves space for 
Jewish leaders to re-envision the Jewish role in engaging with 
others in conflict.  

Encounter is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
Encounter continually looks for new ways to expand the 
conversation around the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The 
organization creates space for a new type of discourse about 
the conflict, allowing multiple American Jewish voices to be 
heard. Its impact grows each year, and its vision and focus 
on continuing education for past participants ensures that the 
impact of Encounter’s work will be felt for years to come.  

encounter

contact
Yona Shem-Tov

board chair
Shana Tabak

2013 expenses
$715,000

year founded
2005

strengthening the capacity of the Jewish 
people to be a constructive agent of 
change in transforming the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict



gateways: access
to jewish education
333 Nahanton Street 
Newton, MA 2459
617-630-9010 x101

@Gates2JewishEd

www.jgateways.org     

arlener@jgateways.org
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Gateways: Access to Jewish Education continues to change 
the landscape of Jewish education and ensure that inclusion 
and access for students with disabilities are values that are truly 
lived, not simply discussed. Through a collaborative approach 
with other Jewish agencies, Gateways connects families 
throughout the Boston Jewish community with congregations, 
community schools, Jewish preschools, supplementary 
education, and Jewish day schools while providing the support 
needed to help children with disabilities feel included in 
Jewish life. By sharing best practices and offering professional 
development and consultation services, Gateways serves not 
just as the center of Jewish special education in the Boston 
area, but as a model and thought leader for other institutions 
throughout the Jewish community. 

Gateways uses an adaptive, holistic approach to ensure that 
students with diverse learning needs can succeed in Jewish 
educational settings. The organization works closely with 
families who have been told their children have no place in the 
Jewish community, and helps those families to find programs 
or schools that can meet their needs. With a wide menu of 
educational opportunities for participants, Gateways’ programs 
include support and services in 10 Boston-area day schools, 
the Mitzvah Mensches inclusive youth group, a b’nai mitzvah 
program for those with special needs, and training and support 
for teen counselors.

Gateways is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
Gateways balances being a direct service provider with using 
advocacy and collaboration to change the local landscape of 
inclusion. Through training for educators and consultations with 
organizations wishing to better include learners with disabilities, 
its multifaceted approach fills a critical void in Jewish 
education. “Gateways is a pioneer,” one evaluator states. “It is 
a one-stop shop for special needs Jewish education that works 
across multiple institutions and denominations.” 

gateways:
access to 
jewish 
education

contact
Arlene Remz

board chair
Rachel Chafetz

2013 expenses
$2.1 million

year founded
2006

the central agency for specials needs 
programs and services for students across 
Jewish educational organizations and 
denominations in greater Boston



goldring/woldenberg institute 
of southern jewish life
P.O. box 16528 
Jackson, MS 39236
601-362-6357

@TheISJL

www.isjl.org         

hart@isjl.org 
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The American South is home to a rich tradition of Jewish 
life. Today, while vibrant Jewish communities large and small 
remain throughout the South, Jews represent less than 1% 
of the general southern population. The Goldring/Woldenberg 
Institute of Southern Jewish Life (ISJL) supports these often 
underserved communities by providing Jewish education 
to more than 3,000 Jewish children, sending rabbis into 52 
communities in 13 states, and partnering with over 100 Jewish 
congregations and community groups to provide resources, 
preserve community histories, and help empower southern 
Jews to live more fully Jewish lives. 

A valuable resource for geographically isolated communities, 
ISJL creates educational resources that can be adapted for 
local use, while also providing cultural programs and skills-
based trainings to help individuals, educators, and lay leaders 
to embrace and facilitate Jewish ritual and tradition. Its 
blog, “Southern & Jewish,” crafted in partnership with fellow 
Slingshot organization MyJewishLearning, celebrates Southern 
Jewish life. In 2014, ISJL plans to collaborate with the Yiddish 
Book Center, another Slingshot partner, through its Tent project, 
engaging young adults in exploration of the links between 
Judaism and modern Southern culture. In addition to its 
outreach efforts, ISJL demonstrates its dual focus of building a 
Jewish future while preserving the past through its Museum of 
the Southern Jewish Experience. This museum offers an ever-
expanding trove of artifacts and stories dating back to the 17th 
century, helping to preserve the history of the American Jewish 
South for future generations while educating today’s southern 
Jews about their rich cultural legacy.

ISJL is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
ISJL is the only organization working to preserve the unique 
cultural heritage of the American Jewish South while 
comprehensively meeting the needs of today’s southern Jewish 
communities. “The communities served by ISJL are sincerely 
grateful for the cultural and educational programs ISJL 
provides,” writes one evaluator. “The work [it has] done from 
the start was innovative, and [it] continue[s] to expand on [its] 
work in valuable ways.” Beyond the organization’s activities, 
evaluators also note that ISJL presents a replicable model for 
other organizations working to support geographically disperse 
communities or underserved Jewish populations. 

goldring/
woldenberg 
institute of 
southern 
jewish life
contact
Macy B. Hart

board chair
Rayman Solomon

2013 expenses
$2,330,487

year founded
2000

providing dynamic Jewish programming
to communities throughout the south



hazon
125 Maiden Lane, Suite 8B
New York, NY 10038
212-644-2332 x309 

@Hazon

www.hazon.org     

Renanit.Levy@hazon.org
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Not only is Hazon an innovator in the Jewish food justice 
movement, it has nearly single-handedly created that 
movement. From its beginning in 2000 as a group dedicated to 
combining outdoor learning with meaningful Jewish education, 
to its recent merger with the Isabella Freedman Jewish Retreat 
Center, Hazon has displayed remarkable leadership in the 
Jewish environmental movement. Today, the organization 
continues to inspire a new generation by raising awareness of 
the connection between sustainability and Jewish life.

Recently embarking on a new stage of growth, the merger 
between Hazon and Isabella Freedman has allowed Hazon 
to double in size and infrastructure. The addition of a 
working farm, a New York retreat site, and several successful 
environmental programs initiated by Isabella Freedman have 
dramatically expanded Hazon’s capacity to create impact 
across the nation. In addition, as part of its mission to 
combine Jewish education with environmental values, Hazon 
is launching a shmita (sabbatical year) project to celebrate 
the upcoming 2014 sabbatical year and educate the Jewish 
community about the issues of land use and social inequality 
that face our planet today. Remaining true to its beginnings, 
Hazon also continues its successful bike ride programs in 
the United States and Israel, combining bike riding, Jewish 
learning, and sustainably sourced food. 

Hazon is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
“Hazon sets the standard in every area it touches,” 
according to one evaluator. From helping to support 
emerging environmental organizations to creating and 
leading a Jewish Food Movement that raises awareness for 
the need for sustainable, ethical eating, Hazon embodies 
the entrepreneurial spirit that is essential to engage a new 
generation of young Jews and raise environmental and social 
awareness for all ages. As a model of growth and innovation, 
one evaluator remarks that, after the organization’s successful 
merger with Isabella Freedman, Hazon now “stands to secure 
its place as a new pillar of the Jewish community.”

hazon

contact
Renanit Levy

board chair
Richard Dale

2013 expenses
$3,077,260

year founded
2000

engaging the Jewish community in creating 
a healthier, more sustainable world



ikar
5870 West Olympic Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90036
323-634-1870

@ikar_la

www.ikar-la.org              

melissa@ikar-la.org 
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The “tried and true” – but often unsuccessful – method of 
engaging unengaged Jews has been to dilute Jewish content 
to make it easy to digest. However, superficial content often 
repels the very participants it seeks to reach. IKAR (Hebrew 
for “essence”) utilizes a simple yet profound breakthrough 
to attract young and unaffiliated Jews to synagogue life by 
increasing experience and education, rather than lowering 
expectations. IKAR has discovered that study, prayer, and 
social justice advocacy stir a desire to live a more involved 
Jewish life. Minyan Tzedek, a hands-on social justice program, 
remains a main point of entry into IKAR, mobilizing teams 
of community members to work on issues such as feeding 
neighbors, green action, or community organizing. Prayer 
services at IKAR also attract between 150 and 400 participants 
each week.

Located in Los Angeles, IKAR transcends its West Coast 
location. While it engages more than 500 households locally, 
IKAR also redefines national Jewish communal life by inspiring 
rabbis and other Jewish leaders to launch projects similar to 
IKAR in their own communities across the country. Consistently 
working to push boundaries, IKAR has launched an adult 
learning initiative called Get Unstuck: Experiments in Spiritual 
Mobility. The project includes a video series that challenges 
viewers to experiment with a new Jewish practice every month, 
combining this challenge with house parties meant to build 
communities of people experimenting together. With these two 
complimentary components, Get Unstuck provides easy entry 
points into potentially intimidating Jewish rituals. 

IKAR is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because: 
Evaluators describe how IKAR continues to “set and raise the 
bar” in regard to Jewish spiritual and communal engagement. 
IKAR pushes itself to evolve, test boundaries, and adapt in 
order to remain not only relevant, but powerful and defining. 
The organization also makes a national impact, pushing other 
Jewish organizations to challenge themselves in reaching to 
find the “essence” of what it means to be Jewish in the   
21st century. 

ikar
a progressive, egalitarian Jewish 
community in Los Angeles dedicated to 
reanimating Jewish life, that is inspiring 
change in communities around the country

contact
Melissa Balaban

board chairs
Todd Kessler
Karen Hogan

2013 expenses
$2,498,000

year founded
2004



interfaithfamily

90 Oak Street, P.O. Box 9129 
Newton, MA 02464
617-581-6805 

@interfaithfam

www.interfaithfamily.com     

edc@interfaithfamily.com
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InterfaithFamily empowers the growing number of interfaith 
families to make informed Jewish choices and find their places 
in the Jewish community. Acknowledging that many couples 
with a non-Jewish partner are denied full participation in 
Jewish life, InterfaithFamily recognizes the rich contributions of 
interfaith families while supporting and advocating for policies 
and practices that welcome and embrace the entire family 
within the Jewish community. As a respected voice in an often 
controversial area, InterfaithFamily provides the resources and 
support needed to help interfaith families incorporate Jewish 
practice and community into their lives.

With a quick search of InterfaithFamily’s website, families 
can find a rabbi to officiate a marriage, a mohel to perform 
a circumcision, and helpful materials for year-round Jewish 
life. A one-stop resource for interfaith families and those who 
serve them, InterfaithFamily’s website provides both practical 
resources and a virtual community for families seeking to 
connect with Judaism. Rabbis and Jewish organizations 
can also find important resources to help better include and 
support interfaith families in Jewish programming. In the past 
year, InterfaithFamily has expanded beyond the virtual world, 
hiring a National Director and launching in-person trainings 
and get-togethers in Chicago, San Francisco, and Philadelphia 
through its InterfaithFamily/Your Community Initiative. Planning 
to expand to nine more cities by 2016, these programs involve 
families on a local level with programs, clergy, educational 
classes, and connections to organizations that provide 
valuable sources and the knowledge to “do Jewish.” 

InterfaithFamily is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
As the number of intermarried families in America continues 
to grow, InterfaithFamily leads the conversation and demands 
a place for interfaith families in Jewish communal life. “This is 
one of the most important issues facing the American Jewish 
community,” one evaluator remarks. “InterfaithFamily is 
addressing it with a talented and unbelievably persistent team.”

interfaith
family

contact
Edmund Case

board chair
Lynda Schwartz

2013 expenses
$1,600,000

year founded
2002

supporting interfaith families in exploring 
Jewish life and community



keshet

284 Amory St  
Jamaica Plain, MA 2130
617-524-9227

@KeshetGLBTJews

www.keshetonline.org         

idit@keshetonline.org
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In the future, when Jewish life fully includes lesbian, gay, 
bi-sexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) Jews, it will be 
because of Keshet. Hebrew for “rainbow,” Keshet continually 
makes advances in the fight for LGBTQ inclusion in the Jewish 
community. Rather than simply shouting loudly from the 
sidelines, Keshet works within organizations to make small 
changes that impact communities in deep and sustaining ways. 
At JCCs, synagogues, schools, youth groups, camps, and 
social service agencies, Keshet provides training and resources 
to help communities be effective LGBTQ allies. In addition to 
community-building activities such as Shabbat dinners and 
singles mixers, the organization also develops curricular and 
resource materials used by Jewish organizations around the 
country to enhance their own programming. Keshet also works 
collaboratively with other LGBTQ Jewish groups to advance the 
Jewish LGBTQ movement as a whole. 

Keshet continues to adapt its tactics, recognizing the new and 
changing needs of the Jewish LGBTQ community. Recognizing 
that coming out can be challenging for the whole family, the 
organization has expanded its program offerings to provide 
support and understanding for parents of Jewish LGBTQ 
children and teens. Most recently, Keshet has helped to 
launch The Purim Superhero, the first LGBTQ-inclusive Jewish 
children’s book, published in 2013. The organization also 
continues to provide trainings and educational resources, build 
community, and mobilize the Jewish community to support 
equal access to marriage and transgender civil rights. 

Keshet is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
In its 17 years of operation, Keshet has built and led the field 
of Jewish LGBTQ inclusion. Over and over again, Keshet 
has proven its ability to adapt its work to the needs of the 
community. This adaptive nature combined with a focus 
on self-evaluation and the ability to embrace and foster 
partnerships with other organizations is valuable to the Jewish 
world in reaching every individual. “When other organizations 
entered this program space, Keshet has embraced and 
fostered partnerships with them,” writes one evaluator. “[Keshet 
is] nationally recognized as the leader when it comes to Jewish 
LGBTQ issues.”

keshet

contact
Idit Klein

board chair
Martin H Tannenbaum

2013 expenses
$1,770,000

year founded
1996

working towards the full equality and 
inclusion of LGBTQ Jews in all areas of 
Jewish life



mayyim hayyim 

1838 Washington Street
Newton, Massachusetts 2466
617-244-1836 x201

@mayyimhayyim

www.mayyimhayyim.org              

carrieb@mayyimhayyim.org
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“So much of our success is due to Mayyim Hayyim’s ground 
breaking leadership,” writes one of Mayyim Hayyim’s mentee 
organizations. “We are overwhelmed with gratitude for [the 
organization] paving the way for our mikveh to take root and 
grow.” Mayyim Hayyim, which means “living waters” in Hebrew, 
is a mikveh (Jewish ritual bath) center and an international 
resource for those looking to construct entry points into 
Jewish life in their own communities. Traditionally used for 
Jewish ritual purposes such as conversion and ritual purity, the 
mikveh, like many Jewish traditions, has long been viewed as 
uncomfortable, and even irrelevant by Jews who are unfamiliar 
with the custom. At Mayyim Hayyim, Jews of any background 
can immerse and explore Judaism in a welcoming environment. 
Since its opening, the organization’s trained mikveh guides 
have facilitated 120 educational programs annually and 
assisted with 11,000 immersions for new purposes, including 
celebrating milestones, healing after an illness, or embarking on 
a journey. Mayyim Hayyim reinvents the possibilities of what a 
mikveh can offer, establishing a new model for an empowering 
way of Jewish life. 

Though the mikveh has its physical home in Boston, Mayyim 
Hayyim’s educational materials extend much further through 
web-based resources, blog posts, and webinars. Additionally, 
nearly 70 communities seeking to create similar mikvaot (plural 
for mikveh) have turned to Mayyim Hayyim’s consulting division 
for help in replicating its model. In doing so, Mayyim Hayyim 
has created a network of pluralistic, engaging community 
mikvaot working towards reinventing ritual. Always continuing 
to evolve, Mayyim Hayyim recently launched a Men’s Initiative 
and Think Tank, while also training male mikveh guides to 
diversify its clientele and increase men’s use of the mikveh.

Mayyim Hayyim is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
Mayyim Hayyim creates access points into Jewish ritual in 
the unchartered territory of mikveh use. The organization’s 
commitment to creating an inclusive, welcoming, and user-
friendly Jewish experience continues to be a model for best 
practices that could be used with many other Jewish traditions 
and rituals as well. “Mayyim Hayyim is not only a beacon for the 
Jewish community to look to and learn from about reinventing 
the Mikveh,” writes one evaluator, “…[it is a] thought leader in 
the national conversation of reinventing Jewish life.”  

mayyim
hayyim 

contact
Carrie Bornstein

board chair
Jennifer Slifka Vidal

2013 expenses
$690,562

year founded
2001

a beautiful and radically inclusive 
mikveh and education center for healing, 
celebrations, life transitions and conversion 
to Judaism



mechon hadar
190 Amsterdam Ave  
New York, New York 10023
646-770-1468 

@MechonHadar

www.mechonhadar.org       

kaunfer@mechonhadar.org
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Mechon Hadar, a leader in the field of Jewish education, works 
to create a generation of young Jewish adults who have the 
ability to understand and connect with Jewish texts, who can 
comfortably explore questions of religious meaning, and who 
take leadership roles in their communities. Jews of all ages 
are invited to learn at Yeshivat Hadar, a full-time, egalitarian 
yeshiva (Jewish educational institution), where they engage 
in intensive Jewish text study combined with a focus on 
religious and spiritual growth, social justice, and leadership 
development. In addition, Mechon Hadar’s Minyan Project 
acts as a consulting and educational resource for over 200 
independent minyanim (prayer groups) across the globe that 
meet the spiritual needs of contemporary young Jews. The 
combined efforts of these initiatives shape a vibrant Jewish 
community of educated, inspired individuals.

Mechon Hadar expands its impact by asking full-time students 
at Yeshivat Hadar to spend their time not just learning, but 
sharing their knowledge of and enthusiasm for Jewish texts 
with other young learners in Hillels, day schools, Moishe 
Houses, and after-school programs. This educational outreach 
through evening classes, weekend retreats, and weeklong 
intensive programs greatly increases the number of people 
who connect with Mechon Hadar’s high-impact educational 
model. Members of the strong and growing Yeshivat Hadar 
alumni network live in hundreds of communities across the 
country, where they take active roles in building Jewish life and 
help others to create meaningful experiences with Jewish text 
and tradition.

Mechon Hadar is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because: 
In the words of an alum, “My year at Hadar made me feel way 
more comfortable with learning Jewish texts, with prayer, and 
helped me begin to think about our history and tradition in a 
more sophisticated way.” While continuing to perform at high 
levels in regard to educational quality, Mechon Hadar also 
pilots new programs and partnerships with the goal of finding 
more ways to manifest its vision of a committed, educated, 
and dynamic Jewish community. As one evaluator writes, 
“Mechon Hadar has spawned a movement that has changed 
Jewish religious life for young Jews, and it has created a 
domino effect in the entire Jewish community.”

mechon
hadar

contact
Rabbi Elie Kaunfer

board chair
Jon Lopatin

2013 expenses
$1,861,000

year founded
2006

bringing high-quality Jewish content 
to a broad audience through immersive 
learning



moishe house
2121 Commonwealth Ave Suite 210 
Charlotte, NC 28205
980-225-7667

@MoisheHouse

www.moishehouse.org          

David@moishehouse.org 
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What happens when you trust and empower young Jewish 
adults to create their own meaningful Jewish experiences? 
They show up. Moishe House has innovated the way the 
Jewish community engages young adults, putting aside 
traditional top-down methods of building programs and 
marketing to potential attendees. Instead, Moishe House first 
asks its participants what they would like to do, and then 
provides them with the resources to make their initiatives 
happen. A platform for a low-cost and low-barrier entry point 
into Jewish life, Moishe House has served more than 170,000 
young adults all across the globe, cultivating new ways for 
Jews in their 20s to connect with their friends, communities, 
and Jewish heritage.

In Moishe Houses around the world, groups of three to 
five Jewish young adults live together and curate diverse, 
meaningful, and exciting Jewish programming for their friends 
and neighbors. Residents are tasked with coordinating their own 
Shabbat and holiday celebrations, social justice programming, 
and social and educational activities of all kinds, with training, 
scholarships, grants, and support from Moishe House staff 
and its partner agencies. Currently, 55 Moishe Houses in 13 
countries spread across 5 continents each reflect the needs 
and interests of their local participants, building a sense of 
community and ownership, and demonstrating that large-scale 
engagement initiatives can successfully adapt to local needs 
in diverse communities. Even within large metropolitan areas, 
Moishe House has successfully opened multiple houses, 
showing the need to serve different interests and cohorts that 
exist among large and varied Jewish communities. 

Moishe House is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because: 
By placing the task of connecting with Judaism in the hands of 
those whom it most directly affects – those seeking to connect 
– Moishe House challenges the idea that Jewish leadership 
has one face, one direction, and one identity. Evaluators are 
continually impressed with the organization’s willingness to 
resist the mentality that “one size fits all,” and to adapt to a 
changing Jewish community. “MH has changed the national 
conversation about attracting [people in their] 20s and 30s. 
As opposed to handwringing about their generation, Moishe 
House has taken empowerment to a new level, and the results 
are exciting.”

moishe
house

empowering Jewish young adults to create 
vibrant home-based communities through 
peer-to-peer engagement that enlivens 
Jewish culture and involvement

contact
David Cygielman

board chair
Kevin Waldman

2013 expenses
$3,721,773

year founded
2006



moving traditions 

261 Old York Road  
Jenkintown, PA 19046
215-887-4511 

@MvingTraditions

www.movingtraditions.org        

dmeyer@movingtraditions.org 
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Moving Traditions has been a catalyst for changing the way 
the Jewish community engages with and impacts teens 
and tweens and the adults who work with them. Through its 
cornerstone programs, Rosh Hodesh: It’s a Girl Thing! and 
Shevet Achim: The Brotherhood, more than 12,000 boys 
and girls have confronted issues like academic pressure, 
social dynamics, body image, and sexuality, through hands-
on activities and meaningful Jewish conversations. Through 
the safe spaces created by Moving Traditions, middle- and 
high-school students can overcome insecurities and connect 
their most pressing concerns with Jewish wisdom. The 
organization’s resources and curricula, now used at more than 
300 JCCs, synagogues, schools, camps, and other Jewish 
institutions, continue to evolve to meet the contemporary 
needs of Jewish tweens and teens. New material addresses 
the ever-growing problems of “sexting,” online bullying, 
prescription drug abuse, and social networking ethics.

Moving Traditions works with diverse institutions of all 
affiliations to incorporate its approach to teen empowerment 
into a variety of educational programs, while also working to 
create positive systematic change within each agency around 
issues of gender and teens. Through Moving Traditions’ 
training, the organization empowers hundreds of group 
leaders, including rabbis, lay leaders, teachers, and volunteers, 
to be better advocates for the needs of young participants 
at their Jewish institutions and to facilitate their own Rosh 
Hodesh and Shevet Achim groups. 

Moving Traditions is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
“Moving Traditions is among the most groundbreaking, 
innovative programs working with teens today,” one evaluator 
notes. “[Its] approach integrates the immediate concerns 
of teens in [a] safe, peer-supported network and promotes 
conversations that instill Jewish values for life.” Moving 
Traditions remains faithful to its organizational mission while 
also embracing change. The creation and expansion of its 
boys’ program, the ability to adapt methods and curricula 
to remain current, and a proven and demonstrated impact 
on Jewish teens all show that Moving Traditions remains 
a leader in Jewish teen education and creates a growing 
national impact.  

moving
traditions 

contact
Deborah Meyer

board chair
Sally Gottesman

2013 expenses
$1,388,390

year founded
2005

training mentors and empowering 
teens to bring a Jewish vision of social 
responsibility and personal integrity to 
the challenges of adolescence



reboot

44 West 28th Street 8th Floor 
New York, NY 10001
646-481-2859

@reboot

www.rebooters.net              

amelia@rebooters.net
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Many of Reboot’s participants, “Rebooters,” never envisioned 
they would be working on Jewish projects. Young American 
Jews are thirsty for Jewish meaning, connection, and value, 
yet often seek to explore their Jewishness in different ways 
than their parents and grandparents have modeled. Many are 
interested in their Jewish identities but feel dissatisfied with the 
institutional offerings of organized Jewish life and ultimately 
disconnect. Reboot collects the most creative and influential of 
these disengaged young Jews and builds a network of thought-
leaders who work to “reboot” Jewish culture, rituals, and 
traditions to make them vital and resonant for a new generation. 

The Reboot group, which consists of young artists, activists, 
and entrepreneurs, has produced some of the most influential 
and innovative Jewish books, films, public events, and websites 
of recent years, all exploring new ways to celebrate being 
Jewish. Throughout the year, Rebooters nurture their personal 
Jewish journeys with educational opportunities, leadership 
retreats, local programming, funding for projects, and the 
annual Reboot Summit. This investment in a small group of 
fellows has had a big impact on the larger Jewish world through 
social media and large-scale projects involving the broader 
community. For example, this year, Reboot has created Beyond 
Bubbie, an online portal for gathering essays, ephemera, and 
recipes about grandmothers from people across the globe. Its 
recently published book, Unscrolled, features a compilation 
of creative reinterpretations of the weekly Torah portion by 54 
artists of all kinds. Projects like these help Rebooters explore 
their history and locate themselves in an ongoing tradition of 
Judaism while also expanding the ways that members of the 
broader community can experience their Judaism. 

Reboot is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because: 
Reboot provides a platform for generating new ways of 
approaching Jewish tradition. Rebooters not only develop 
their own Jewish identities, they make a positive impact on the 
larger Jewish community as well. One evaluator remarks, “The 
number of Rebooters who have stepped up to be engaged in 
Jewish life is significant, and Reboot continues to incubate and 
grow exciting and popular Jewish experiences across a   
wide spectrum.”

reboot

contact
Amelia Klein

board chair
David Katznelson

2013 expenses
$1,675,355

year founded
2001

engaging young, Jewishly-unconnected 
cultural creatives, innovators and thought-
leaders and generating projects that 
impact the Jewish and non-Jewish worlds



sharsheret

1086 Teaneck Road Suite 3A
Teaneck, NJ 7666
866-474-2774

@Sharsheret

www.sharsheret.org              

esilber@sharsheret.org 
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A serious medical diagnosis prompts many to turn to their 
religious communities for spiritual and emotional support. For 
the past 12 years, Sharsheret (Hebrew for “chain”) has worked 
diligently to ensure that the Jewish community is prepared 
to respond to these needs. Sharsheret builds a supportive 
community and provides a variety of resources for Jewish 
women affected by ovarian or breast cancer and their families, 
as well as those with a genetic predisposition to these same 
cancers. Sharsheret’s woman-centered approach takes into 
account each woman and her family’s unique needs. Connecting 
impacted women with health care professionals, every woman 
and her diagnosis are treated in a manner that respects her 
choices, her relationship with Judaism, and her concerns at all 
stages of the disease from diagnosis to survivorship.

Sharsheret’s programs range from a campaign encouraging 
young people to explore their family medical histories to 
clinical services and resources for cancer survivors. Sharsheret 
also consistently reflects on its work and finds new ways to 
improve. For example, in recognition of the fact that many 
callers to Sharsheret’s hotline work or provide childcare full-
time, the organization recently added live chat technology to its 
website to facilitate a better communication option outside of 
regular working hours. This technology also helps Sharsheret 
accommodate those with concerns about privacy and 
anonymity, as well as those who are uncomfortable or unable 
to speak on the phone. Sharsheret has also opened a new 
regional office in South Florida this year, in order to better serve 
its network of young women.

Sharsheret is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because: 
Sharsheret is a role model for other projects through its unique 
combination of support, education, advocacy, and spiritual 
empowerment. As the only national Jewish organization 
specializing in supporting women and families of all Jewish 
backgrounds who are at increased risk of developing breast 
and ovarian cancers, “Sharsheret has positioned [itself] as [the] 
Jewish voice in the breast and ovarian cancer community,” 
one evaluator remarks. While Sharsheret focuses on serving 
Jewish women and their families, the organization has also built 
meaningful partnerships with secular organizations and earned 
a seat on the Federal Advisory Committee on Breast Cancer in 
Young Women.

sharsheret 

contact
Elana Silber

board chair
Dana Norris

2013 expenses
$1,612,000

year founded
2001

supporting Jewish women and families 
facing breast cancer and ovarian cancer 
at every stage – before, during, and 
after diagnosis



sixth & i 
600 I Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
202-408-3100 

@sixthandi

www.sixthandi.org             

efoer@sixthandi.org 
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Sixth & I, once a historic synagogue building on the brink 
of destruction, is now a vibrant community center where 
Washington, DC’s young adults can explore their connections 
with Judaism in a judgment-free and open environment. Sixth 
& I seeks to find the places where Jewish and secular culture 
meet and uses these intersections as access points to engage 
young Jews. Through innovative, experimental, and pluralistic 
programming, Sixth & I has created a tight-knit Jewish 
community in a very traditional synagogue space without 
traditional synagogue infrastructure.  

Many originally find their way to Sixth & I through an arts 
event or concert and then return for Shabbat services. In the 
past year alone, Sixth & I has seen over 100,000 individual 
participants walk through its doors for nightly educational 
classes, dialogue groups, book talks, comedy shows, holiday 
celebrations and services (including 3,000 people attending 
High Holiday services), and a diverse range of programs to 
suit many needs and interests. Despite the huge number of 
people attending programs and the wide breadth of public 
offerings, participants manage to create powerful relationships 
with clergy, and feel part of an intimate community of young 
people exploring their Jewish faith. By guiding participants at 
all stages of their Jewish journeys, Sixth & I helps each person 
learn and discover his or her Judaism at a comfortable pace 
through a variety of courses, ranging from introductory classes 
on the Friday night service to a provocative discussion on 
Jewish sexual ethics. This year, Sixth & I has expanded to offer 
an Introduction to Judaism class for interfaith couples and an 
adult b’nai mitzvah course, giving individuals who never had a 
bar or bat mitzvah the opportunity to reach this milestone.

Sixth & I is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
Sixth & I has mastered the intersection of Jewish culture, 
current events, and secular trends, which has positioned it as 
the epicenter of Jewish life in Washington, DC. A laboratory for 
innovation, it consistently experiments with new content and 
program methods that continue to resonate with Jews in their 
20s and 30s at the highest level. Emerging spiritual communities 
nationwide regularly seek out Sixth & I for advice as well. One 
evaluator articulates, “[Its] approach is fresh, vibrant, and 
cutting-edge. The sheer number of people who come through 
[the] doors (and who return again and again) is astonishing.”

sixth & i 

contact
Esther Safran Foer

board chairs
Shelton Zuckerman
Ronald Abramson

2013 expenses
$2,390,787

year founded
2004

A multi-denominational and non-
membership historic synagogue and arts 
center focused on engaging Jews in their 
20s and 30s 
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uri l’tzedek 
25 Broadway 17th Floor
New York, NY 10004
212-284-6540

@uriltzedek

www.utzedek.org              

info@utzedek.org 



Uri L’Tzedek catalyzes Orthodox communities around the 
country to pay attention to issues of social concern and to 
demonstrate the relevance of these issues to their lives. While 
the Jewish social justice movement has experienced rapid 
expansion over the past decade, little of that growth has taken 
place within the Jewish Orthodox community. In response, 
Uri L’Tzedek educates and empowers Orthodox Jews to fight 
injustice and create systemic change, focusing on issues of 
personal meaning like ethical eating, kashrut, and workers’ 
rights. The organization’s diverse programming, ranging from 
a summer fellowship for college students to lecture series 
and book clubs, has touched over 20,000 individuals since            
its founding. 

Uri L’Tzedek’s flagship program is Tav HaYosher, an ethical 
seal for kosher restaurants, which represents Uri L’Tzedek’s 
philosophy that people who keep kosher should think not just 
about how their food is prepared, but how the people who 
prepare it are treated. Bearing the Tav HaYosher ethical seal 
signifies that a restaurant uses fair, legal labor practices. The 
consistent expansion of the Tav HaYosher program, combined 
with efficient use of resources and small staff, has made Uri 
L’Tzedek a strong, unique organization in the North American 
Orthodox world. 

Uri L’Tzedek is a Slingshot Standard Bearer because:
Uri L’Tzedek is paving a new path for the Orthodox Jewish 
community. Evaluators praise the organization for its leadership 
in the social justice field, noting that its “success in partnering 
with Orthodox institutions like the Orthodox Union and Yeshiva 
University, as well as with prominent Orthodox scholars and 
business leaders, indicates that it is a strong leader in the 
Orthodox Jewish Community.” It has also emerged as part of 
the broader Jewish social justice landscape, representing the 
Orthodox community as a member of the Jewish Social Justice 
Roundtable, giving voice to a portion of the Jewish community 
not often represented in these circles.

uri l’tzedek  
organizing and empowering the Orthodox 
community to combat injustice through 
study and action

contact
Steven Kraus

board chairs
Shmuly Yanklowitz

2013 expenses
$235,710

year founded
2007
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Advocacy 
Bend the Arc
The David Project
Jews United for Justice

Aging
Wise Aging

Arts & Culture
G-dcast
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
Haggadot.com
Reboot
Rimon
Sixth & I 
Yiddish Book Center

Community Building
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Encounter
Footsteps
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
Hazon
HEKDESH
J’Burgh
Jewish Learning Venture
Jewish Without Walls (JWOW)
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
JOIN for Justice
The Kavana Cooperative
Keshet
Kevah
Luria Academy of Brooklyn
Mazeltot.org
Mishkan Chicago
Moishe House
Nehirim
NewGround
OurJewishCommunity.org
Ramah Service Corps
Reboot
Rimon
Sharsheret
The Tribe
Wilderness Torah

Disabilities
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
Hidden Sparks
Matan
Ramah Tikvah Network

Disaster Relief
J-Teen Leadership

Economic Security
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice

Environment
Amir
Eden Village Camp
Hazon
Jewish Farm School
The Pearlstone Center

Shoresh at Bela Farm
Urban Adamah
Wilderness Torah

Family
Jewish Without Walls (JWOW)
Kavod v’Nichum
Ramah Service Corps

Gender
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish   
  Community
Moving Traditions
Sharsheret

Health
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Hazon
Sharsheret

Holocaust
The Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation

Interfaith
Ask Big Questions
InterfaithFamily
NewGround

Israel
A Wider Bridge
The David Project
Encounter
Innovation: Africa

Jewish Education
Ask Big Questions
BBYO Stand UP
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Eden Village Camp
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
G-dcast
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
Havurah at Camp Tel Yehudah
Hidden Sparks
Innovation: Africa
J’Burgh
Jewish Farm School
Jewish Learning Venture
Jewish New Teacher Project
The Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation
The Kavana Cooperative
Keshet
Kevah
Luria Academy of Brooklyn
Matan
Mayyim Hayyim
Mechon Hadar
Mishkan Chicago
Moishe House
Moving Traditions
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
The Pearlstone Center
Ramah Service Corps
Reboot
Rimon

program areas



Shoresh at Bela Farm
Sixth & I 
Urban Adamah
Wilderness Torah
Wise Aging
Yiddish Book Center

Leadership Development
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish 
   Community
AVODAH
BBYO Stand UP
Bend the Arc
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Encounter
Havurah at Camp Tel Yehudah
HEKDESH
Jews United for Justice
JOIN for Justice
J-Teen Leadership
Kavod v’Nichum
Kevah
Mechon Hadar
Moishe House
NewGround
Rabbis Without Borders
The Tribe
Urban Adamah
Uri L’Tzedek
Yeshivat Maharat

LGBTQ
A Wider Bridge
InterfaithFamily
Keshet
Nehirim

Media & Technology
G-dcast
Haggadot.com
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
OurJewishCommunity.org

Outreach & Engagement
Haggadot.com
Havurah at Camp Tel Yehudah
IKAR
InterfaithFamily
J’Burgh
Jewish Without Walls (JWOW)
Mayyim Hayyim
Mazeltot.org
Mechon Hadar
Mishkan Chicago
Moving Traditions
OurJewishCommunity.org
Rabbis Without Borders
Sixth & I 
The Tribe
Yiddish Book Center

Philanthropy
HEKDESH
J-Teen Leadership

Poverty
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Urban Adamah

Professional Development
Ramah Tikvah Network
Hidden Sparks
Jewish Learning Venture
Jewish New Teacher Project
The Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation
Matan
Rabbis Without Borders

Ritual
Kavod v’Nichum
The Kitchen
Mayyim Hayyim

Service & Volunteerism
AVODAH
BBYO Stand UP
J-Teen Leadership
The Pearlstone Center
Uri L’Tzedek

Social Justice
Amir
Ask Big Questions
AVODAH
Bend the Arc
Footsteps
IKAR
Innovation: Africa
Jewish Farm School
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Jews United for Justice
JOIN for Justice
The Kitchen
Uri L’Tzedek

Social Services
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Footsteps

Spirituality
IKAR
The Kavana Cooperative
The Kitchen
Shoresh at Bela Farm
Wise Aging
Yeshivat Maharat

Women/Girls
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish 
   Community
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Mayyim Hayyim 
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
Moving Traditions
Nehirim
Sharsheret
Sixth & I
Yeshivat Maharat



20s & 30s
A Wider Bridge
AVODAH
Bend the Arc
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Encounter
Footsteps
Haggadot.com
Hazon
HEKDESH
IKAR
Innovation: Africa
InterfaithFamily
J’Burgh
Jewish Farm School
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Jews United for Justice
JOIN for Justice
J-Teen Leadership
The Kavana Cooperative
Kevah
The Kitchen
Mechon Hadar
Mishkan Chicago
Moishe House
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
NewGround
OurJewishCommunity.org
The Pearlstone Center
Ramah Service Corps
Reboot
Sharsheret
Shoresh at Bela Farm
Sixth & I
The Tribe
Urban Adamah
Uri L’Tzedek
Wilderness Torah
Yeshivat Maharat
Yiddish Book Center

Adults
A Wider Bridge
AVODAH
Bend the Arc
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Encounter
Footsteps
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
Hazon
HEKDESH
IKAR
Jewish Farm School
Jewish New Teacher Project
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Jews United for Justice
JOIN for Justice
Kavod v’Nichum
Kevah
Mayyim Hayyim
Mechon Hadar
Moving Traditions

MyJewishLearning, Inc.
Nehirim
OurJewishCommunity.org
Rabbis Without Borders
Reboot
Rimon
Sharsheret
Shoresh at Bela Farm
Sixth & I
Uri L’Tzedek
Wilderness Torah
Wise Aging
Yeshivat Maharat
Yiddish Book Center

Baby Boomers
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
IKAR
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
OurJewishCommunity.org
Wise Aging
Yiddish Book Center

Children 
Amir
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Eden Village Camp
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
G-dcast
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
Hidden Sparks
Jewish Farm School
Jewish Learning Venture
Jewish New Teacher Project
Jewish Without Walls (JWOW)
The Kitchen
Luria Academy of Brooklyn
Mayyim Hayyim
Mazeltot.org
The Pearlstone Center
Ramah Service Corps
Urban Adamah
Wilderness Torah

College Students
A Wider Bridge
Amir
Ask Big Questions
Bend the Arc
The David Project
Footsteps
Havurah at Camp Tel Yehudah
Innovation: Africa
Jewish Farm School
J-Teen Leadership
Mechon Hadar
Ramah Service Corps
Ramah Tikvah Network
Sharsheret
Shoresh at Bela Farm
Uri L’Tzedek

population served



Disabilities 
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
Hidden Sparks
Luria Academy of Brooklyn
Matan
Ramah Tikvah Network

Educators
Amir
Ask Big Questions
BBYO Stand UP
David Project, The
Eden Village Camp
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
G-dcast
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
Haggadot.com
Hazon
Hidden Sparks
Jewish Farm School
Jewish Learning Venture
Jewish New Teacher Project
The Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation
Keshet
Kevah
Luria Academy of Brooklyn
Matan
Mechon Hadar
Moving Traditions
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
The Pearlstone Center
Ramah Service Corps
Reboot
Rimon
Yeshivat Maharat
Yiddish Book Center

Elderly
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Kavod v’Nichum
OurJewishCommunity.org
Wise Aging

Families
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Eden Village Camp
Footsteps
G-dcast
Haggadot.com
Hazon
HEKDESH
IKAR
Jewish Learning Venture
Jewish Without Walls (JWOW)
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
The Kavana Cooperative
Kavod v’Nichum
Keshet
The Kitchen
Matan
Mazeltot.org

Mishkan Chicago
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
Nehirim
OurJewishCommunity.org
The Pearlstone Center
Rabbis Without Borders
Ramah Service Corps
Sharsheret
Shoresh at Bela Farm
Urban Adamah
Wilderness Torah

Interfaith
Bend the Arc
Eden Village Camp
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
Haggadot.com
IKAR
InterfaithFamily
Jewish Without Walls (JWOW)
The Kavana Cooperative
The Kitchen
Mayyim Hayyim 
Mazeltot.org
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
NewGround
OurJewishCommunity.org
Reboot
Sixth & I
Wilderness Torah

Jewish Professionals
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish 
   Community
BBYO Stand UP
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Encounter
Hazon
InterfaithFamily
Jewish Learning Venture
JOIN for Justice
Kavod v’Nichum
Matan
Moving Traditions
Rabbis Without Borders
Rimon
Yeshivat Maharat

LGBTQ
A Wider Bridge
Bend the Arc
Footsteps
IKAR
Keshet
The Kitchen
Mishkan Chicago
Moving Traditions
Nehirim
Reboot
Sixth & I
Wilderness Torah



Multiethnic
Eden Village Camp
IKAR
Jews United for Justice
The Kitchen
Moving Traditions
NewGround
OurJewishCommunity.org
Rabbis Without Borders
Reboot
Sixth & I

Russian Speaking Jews
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Havurah at Camp Tel Yehudah

Teens
BBYO Stand UP
The David Project
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
G-dcast
Havurah at Camp Tel Yehudah
Hidden Sparks
Innovation: Africa
Jewish Farm School
The Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation
J-Teen Leadership
Keshet
Moving Traditions
NewGround
Ramah Tikvah Network
Uri L’Tzedek
Wilderness Torah
Yiddish Book Center

Women/Girls
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish 
   Community
BBYO Stand UP
Footsteps
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Jews United for Justice
Mayyim Hayyim
Moving Traditions
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
Sharsheret
Sixth & I

population served



Less than $100,000
BBYO Stand UP
Haggadot.com
HEKDESH
Jewish Without Walls (JWOW)
Ramah Service Corps
Ramah Tikvah Network
Rimon
Wise Aging

$100,001-$200,000
Amir
J’Burgh
Kavod v’Nichum
NewGround
OurJewishCommunity.org
The Tribe

$200,001-$500,000
A Wider Bridge
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish 
   Community
Jewish Farm School
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Jews United for Justice
J-Teen Leadership
The Kavana Cooperative
The Kitchen
Matan
Mazeltot.org
Mishkan Chicago
Nehirim
Shoresh at Bela Farm
Uri L’Tzedek
Wilderness Torah
Yeshivat Maharat

$500,001-$1,000,000
Ask Big Questions
City Harvest’s Kosher Initiative
Encounter
Footsteps
G-dcast
Havurah at Camp Tel Yehudah
Hidden Sparks
Innovation: Africa
The Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation
JOIN for Justice
Kevah
Mayyim Hayyim
Rabbis Without Borders
Urban Adamah

$1,000,001-$3,000,000
AVODAH
Council of Jewish Emigre Community Organizations
Eden Village Camp
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish 
Life
IKAR
InterfaithFamily
Jewish Learning Venture
Jewish New Teacher Project
Keshet
Luria Academy of Brooklyn
Mechon Hadar
Moving Traditions
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
The Pearlstone Center
Reboot
Sharsheret
Sixth & I 

$3,000,001+
Bend the Arc
The David Project
Hazon
Moishe House
Yiddish Book Center

2013 annual expenses



Special thanks to the 67 organizations 
profiled in this guide, and the hundreds 
of exciting projects that applied to be 
listed. We are privileged to consider you 
our colleagues, and are inspired by your 
devotion to ensuring the Jewish community 
will continue to thrive in North America. 
Thank you to the next generation members 
of the Slingshot Fund, who spent five 
months engaged in a collective giving 
process to support innovative Jewish 
organizations and who were the original 
inspiration and continued drivers of the 
production of this guide. Our gratitude also 
goes to the panel of professional evaluators 
that select the organizations featured in 
Slingshot. Without them, this guide would 
not exist. Thank you to all of our funders, 
families and friends who help make 
Slingshot possible. 

Thank you to the team at the Andrea and 
Charles Bronfman Philanthropies and 
21/64, including Charles Bronfman, Jeff 
Solomon, John Hoover, Sharna Goldseker 
and Barbara Taylor for their ongoing in-
kind support of Slingshot. Thank you also 
to our fiscal sponsor, FJC. Thank you to 
the team who has helped build the guide, 
including Naomi Adland, Tamar Auber, 
Chanel Dubofsky, Sarit Horwitz, copy editor 
Annemieke Farrow, graphic designer Laurie 
Fink, and printer Scott Kaiser at Vanguard 
Direct. Lastly, thank you to our partner, the 
Jewish Communal Fund, for its belief in the 
importance of engaging the next generation 
of Jewish leaders.

Leadership
Slingshot is guided by a board of directors 
of next generation Slingshot Fund investors, 
without whom Slingshot ’13-’14, the 
Slingshot Fund, and our annual community 
gathering, Slingshot Day, would not be 
possible.

Jonathan Raiffe – Chair
Sarah Rueven – Executive Committee
Lana Volftsun – Executive Committee
Sara Adland
Matan Ben-Aviv
Melissa Brown Eisenberg
Danielle Foreman
Marisa Lenger
Ariella Lis Raviv
Jessica W. Schaeppi
Mamie Kanfer Stewart
Dave Moss
Bethany Shiner
Philip Silverman
Rebecca Richards
Erica Roizen
Jenna Weinberg
Rachel Zamoiski

Investors
Slingshot would like to thank the following 
investors, whose commitment to the next 
generation of Jewish life is expressed 
through support of Slingshot and the 
Slingshot Fund.

21/64
Sara R. Adland
The Adler Family
Matthew Adler
Rachel Adler
The Samuel I Adler Family Supporting Foundation, Inc.
Spike and Marita Anderson
Scott Belsky
Erica Roizen Belsky
Matan Ben-Aviv
Bendit Family Foundation
Sarah Bendit
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Eddie Bergman
Ari Bildner
Elana Bildner
Robert and Elisa Bildner
The BIMAH Foundation
Lee Brodsky
The Muriel and Bert Brodsky Family Foundation
Andrea and Charles Bronfman Philanthropies
The Eric Brown Foundation, Inc.
Elyssa Caplan
Crown Family Philanthropies
Daniel Eckstein
Melissa Brown Eisenberg and Jason Eisenberg
Danielle Foreman
David Friedkin
The Genesis Philanthropy Group
Jason Goldman
Dorian Goldman and Marvin Israelow
Joyce and Irving Goldman Family Foundation
Lisa and Douglas Goldman Foundation
Matthew Goldman
Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund
Goldman Sonnenfeldt Foundation
The Goldsmith Family Foundation
Josh Goldsmith
Dan Goodman
Robbie Heeger
Lindsay Hendler
Amanda Hirsh
Fern Karesh Hurst
Jewish Communal Fund
Jewish Women’s Foundation of New York
Rita and Stanley Kaplan
The Rita J. and Stanley H. Kaplan Family Foundation
Charlie Kirschner
Rachel Klinghoffer
The Samuel Aba and Sisel Klurman Family Foundation
The Koret Foundation
Marisa Lenger
Stephanie Lerner
The Levmar Foundation
Lippman Kanfer Family Foundation
Ariella Lis Raviv
The Marcus Foundation
The Joseph and Harvey Meyerhoff Foundation
The Jack Miller Family Foundation

The Morningstar Foundation
Dave Moss
Jane and Richard Moss
The Moss-Hopengarten Family
Noah Rabinsky
Daniel Raiffe
Jonathan Raiffe
Rebecca Richards
Amanda Ring
Remy Roizen
The Roizen Family
Gary and Denise Rosenberg
Joe Rosenberg
Charlie Rubenstein
The Ruderman Family Foundation
Sarah and Dan Rueven
Jessica W. Schaeppi
The Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation 
Bethany Shiner
Philip Silverman
Joya Sonnenfeldt
Mamie Kanfer Stewart and R. Justin Stewart
Ben Swig
The Alvin and Fanny B. Thalheimer Foundation, Inc. 
Jos Thalheimer
Louis B. Thalheimer and Juliet A. Eurich
Jack and Goldie Wolfe Miller Fund
Lana Volftsun
Margo Volftsun
Stephanie Volftsun
The Warren Family
Jenna Weinberg
Rachel Zamoiski
Maxine and Jack Zarrow Family Foundation
Dan Zuckerman



Evaluators
Thank you to the team of evaluators that 
has helped to assemble Slingshot ’13-’14. 
The team of evaluators who decide which 
organizations to feature in Slingshot devote 
at least some professional time to supporting 
innovative Jewish organizations. These 
evaluators have lent extraordinary analytical 
skills, sector expertise and valuable time 
to assist in the near impossible task of 
choosing the most innovative projects in 
Jewish life. Their commitments ensure that 
Slingshot features organizations that inspire 
their participants and can play a role in 
shaping the future of Jewish life. 

Victoria Anesh
Joshua Avedon
Samantha Beinhacker
Dahlia Bendavid
Diane Bennett Eidman
Maya Bernstein
Douglas Bitonti Stewart
Marc Blattner
Joni Blinderman
Amy Born
Wendy Borodkin
Nir Buchler
David F. Chapman
Rachel Chasky
Shelly Christensen 
Beth Cousens
Adina Dubin Barkinskiy
Shana Erenberg
Lisa Farber Miller
David Feinman
Jackie Fishman
Ellen Flax
Danielle Foreman
Simone Friedman Rones
Deena Fuchs
Rebecca Garrison
Lisa Gerton
Robin Gofine
Yoni Gordis
Sara Gorfinkel
Judy Greenwald Cohen
Hana Gruenberg
Andrew Grumet
Felicia Herman

Jonathan Horowitz
Ellen Israelson
Audrey L. Jacobs
Rae Janvey
Mark Johnson
Tova Katz
Jen Keys
Jenny Kibrit Smith
Adam Kolett
Shawn Landres
Michelle Lebowits
Lisa Lepson
Miriam Levine
Rebecca Lieberman
Susan Lundy
Aliza Mazor
Sandy Miller-Jacobs
Scott  Minkow
Dave Moss
Emily Muskovitz Sweet
Michael V. Paul
Reuben Posner
Amy Rabbino
Dana Raucher
David Rittberg
Bethany Rogosin
Rafi Rone
Jim Rosenberg
Margalit C. Rosenthal
Wendy Rosov
Toby Rubin
Sara Rubinow Simon
Lesley Said Matsa
Alicia Schuyler Oberman
Nancy Schwartz Sternoff
Charlene Seidle
Julie Shaffer
Naomi L. Shank
Joy Sisisky
Richard Slutzky
Tamar Snyder
Debbie Tuttle Berkowitz
Elisheva Urbas
Lana Volftsun
Amy Warshaw
Ruthie Warshenbrot
Dara Weinerman Steinberg
Sara Weinreb
Rachel Zieleniec



What is Slingshot?
The core of the idea that became Slingshot 
developed organically following a 2003 
weekend retreat for a dozen young Jews 
who were preparing to become involved 
in their families’ philanthropic efforts. 
Participants wanted to learn how to navigate 
the alphabet soup of the Jewish community 
and sort out which organizations resonated 
for themselves and their peers. Slingshot: 
A Resource Guide to Jewish Innovation 
was launched shortly after as a Zagat-
style guidebook to highlight the 50 most 
innovative nonprofits in North America  
each year.

What is the Slingshot Fund? 
Since 2007, the next generation funders 
responsible for Slingshot have taken their 
concept a step further by supporting 
innovative Jewish organizations through 
the Slingshot Fund. In conjunction with 
their peers, Slingshot Fund members pool 
their funds, review proposals, conduct site 
visits and make allocation decisions. Being 
part of the Slingshot Fund offers members 
opportunities to connect with peers, 
explore Jewish interests, find causes that 
are meaningful to their own identities and 
experiences, and hone leadership skills.

Why should I join the Slingshot Fund 2014? 
The Slingshot Fund offers grant-making 
training to next generation funders across 
the country. Members may join to build 
relationships with other funders in their 20s 
and 30s, explore the Jewish not-for-profit 
world, learn more about grant-making, 
or simply have philanthropic experiences 
independent of their families. There is no 
one-size-fits-all reason for joining, but if 
you are interested in having a peer- grant-
making experience, leveraging your giving, 
joining a community of next generation 
philanthropists, receiving grant-making 
training, or learning about cutting-edge 
Jewish organizations across North America, 
the Slingshot Fund may be right for you.

How does the Slingshot Fund work? 
All organizations featured in Slingshot in a 
given year are eligible to apply for a Slingshot 
Fund grant. Slingshot Fund members pool 
their donations and spend five months 
examining proposals, conducting site visits 
and selecting grantees whose organizations 
not only fit the criteria, but who also resonate 
with a next generation audience. 
www.slingshotfund.org

Grand Street 
The idea for Slingshot and the Slingshot 
Fund has evolved through the Grand Street 
network. Grand Street is a meeting place  for 
young Jews (18 to 28 years old) who are 
involved or will be involved as leaders in their 
families’ philanthropic efforts. Beginning in 
2002 with 12 people meeting for a weekend 
to ask their own questions, Grand Street 
seeks to develop a Jewish philanthropic 
analysis and capacity for strategic thinking, 
as well as to create a space where members 
can pursue personal development and build 
a network of peers in similar positions of 
philanthropic responsibility. A new cohort of 
12 individuals is added each year.

Some participants are in college or have 
recently graduated, some have already 
assumed roles within their families’ 
foundations, and many others are just 
becoming aware of those imminent 
responsibilities. All feel alone in being young 
and associated with philanthropic wealth. 
Many struggle with allocating, or planning to 
allocate, money while also seeking to 
reconcile their personal passions with their 
families’ interests, both Jewish and universal. 
www.grandstreetnetwork.net

other information

If you or a family member would like to 
get involved with Grand Street, please 
contact info@2164.net.





CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
SLINGSHOT FINALISTS
Jewish Communal Fund has had the privilege of working 
with our strategic partner, Slingshot, to enhance and 
expand JCF’s NextGen Initiative. Working together, 
we have engaged JCF donors in their 20s and 30s in 
thoughtful philanthropy through meetings and workshops. 
We have used the Slingshot guide to educate all of our 
donors about innovation in the Jewish non-profit space, 
deepen their involvement in philanthropy and spark their 
commitment to revitalizing Jewish life. In addition, Slingshot 
has provided illuminating content for the JCF Blog, 
sharing insights about innovations in Jewish communal 
life and the wisdom of funders in this space. We are 
excited to announce that a new publication, “The Guide 
to Funding Jewish Innovation,” a collaboration between 
JCF and Slingshot has been released and is available 
on our respective websites. Our relationship has been 
deeply gratifying, and JCF looks forward to continuing 
and strengthening our collaboration. To become involved 
with JCF’s NextGen Initiative or our work with innovation, 
please contact Michelle Lebowits. (email: michelle@jcfny.org)
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